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CURRY SAYS THAT

Denies That President Dis
cussed Third Term With Him But
Thinks People of Whole Country and
New Mexico in Particular Are For
Him First and His Standard Bearer

1

DOCTORS DECLARE

She Was Found In Dying Condi
tlon in Rear of Her Home With
AsThroat
sailant Has a

SERVICE TRAVELING
E

Family.
Iola, Kan., Oct. 11. Samuel
F.
Whitlow was formally placed under
arrest here today on a warrant
charring him with the murder of
Miss May Sapp, whose dead body
was found In Moran, on the night of
September 7.
Jury
The corbner's
found that Miss Sapp's death wag
due' to wounds In the neck inflicted
by a "person other than Miss Sapp."
Whitlow nays that the girl committed suicide because he refuted to
elope with her.
Whitlow made a confession that
the girl committed suicide because of
love for him, two days after her body
was found. He Is a resident of Moran and lives some distance from her
home. He also has a wife and family and is much older than the pretty
young dead woman.
(Vmltt Not Have Suicided.
Physicians,
who
the
examined
wounds In Miss Sapp's throat, which
were inflicted with a razor, said that
she could not have killed herself. A
bright razor, which 'had not been
bloody, was found near her body, but
her father testified that It was not
the property of his daughter and did
not belong in their house. Other
wounds on her body were bloodless,
leading the physicians to state that
they were Inflicted a moment after
her death, which was caused by a
severed jagular vein.
A neighbor, who bough milk from
the Kapp family, "who- - conducted a
private dairy, testified that she was
at Miss Sapp's home talking to her
not five minutes before the body was
found. She had passed out the rear
way to her own home across the alley and had scarcely entered when
she heard a scream and a few moments later, a mans" voice called for
help and a doctor.
who
Miss Sapp's
mother,
also
heard the scream, rushed from the
front of their residence to the rear
and found her daughter lying against
a fence, dead. She called a passerby
who In turn called for a doctor, but
the girl was dead within a few seconds after she was hurt. Other witnesses told the coroner of hearing
footsteps running through the alley
behind the Sapp home Just after they
heard the llrst scream, which was
evidently uttered by Miss Sapp when
she was attacked.
.May Have Been Will t low.
One witness told of having seen a
man running away from the place by
way of the alley, whose general figure
corresponds with that of Whitlow.
Tlx, witness was not acquainted with
Whitlow and had not seen him when
he described the man in question.
Whitlow appeared very much excited when he visited the scene of
the murder and asked fearfully
whether a murder waa tuspected.
Tohl Hit Story.
loiter he voluntarily came forward
with a story of the girl's having
killed herself because of love for
him. but the detectives who have
worked on the case scout any such
thttry. They believe that Whitlow
was enamored of her and killed her
because she refused his attentions.
He also stated that she frequently
met him and quarreled with him because he refuted to return her affections. Her parents state that to
their knowledge she never talked
with him for more than a moment or two at any time and despite
the fact that he frequently spoke to
her. she had nothing to do with him.
She seldom left her home unless accompanied by her mother, being of a
very retiring disposition.
The officials here believe that
Whitlow is guilty and they hope to
secure a confession from him later
as he - much wrought up over his
at est.

"The statehood campaign will be
conducted to win If there Is any possible show for our admission and I
have practically been assured of the
of the leading men in
the republican and democratic parties and of the leading people of New
Mexico as well as the delegate to
congress, W. H. Andrews, who is al
ready at work."
This statement wasi made by Gov
ernor Curry today to a reporter for
The Citizen, who called upon him at
has
The governor
the Alvarado.
spent a strenuous week. Besides attending the big fair, making several
dozen addresses and occupying the
position of guest of honor at a number of, functions, Governor Curry has
also attended to the duties of executive and has met and talked with
several thousand people. He has also
spent considerable
time conferlng
leaders.
The
with the republican
"governor said today that he had not
yet talked with A. A. Jones, of las
demoVegas, the chairman of the
cratic territorial central committee,
but that he would do so at hU first
opportunity.
how"Other democratic leaders,
ever, have assured me that there will
be no friction in the effort to secure
an enabling act for statehood," said
the governor. "As to the control of
the new state if we are admitted to
the union that will be a matter to
be fought out later. The thing we all
want to do now is to get down to
work for statehood and I believe we

The governor was shown an InterIn an eastern paper
quoting
him bs authority for the statement
that President Roosevelt would be a
candidate for a third term and had
so announced himself, while on the
Mississippi river trip.
The governor dictated the following regarding the Interview:
Albuquerque. N. iM.. Oct. 11. 1907.
.Dispatches referred to do not
quote me exactly correct.
My mission to the president was In regard
to statehood and other matters of
1 took ocinterest to New Mexico.
casion to tell the president that the
people of New Mexico
feel very
kindly to him and appreciate what
doing
he la
for the west. The nresl- dent did not discuss his candidacy
or anyrning relating to the presidential election with me.
In my opinion the delegation to
the republican national
convention
from New Mexico will be Instructed
for the renomlnation
of President
Koosevelt, and his own friends here
could not prevent it if- they desired,
as the feeling Is strong here that he
Bhould succeed himself in order that
he may carry to a successful conclusion the policies that 'he has Inaugurated.
Should President Koose-ve- rt
refuse to accept the nomination
the people rf New Mexico will support .whomever they believe will
come nearest to carrying out the
policies of President Roosevelt.
GEORGE CURRY.
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Governor George Curry was a
guest last evening at a six o'clock
dinner at tihe home of Mr. and Mrs.
II. B. Fergusson in old Albuquerque,
a few other guests also being present. From 8:30 until 11, a reception
In honor of the governor .waa held
Mr. and
at the Fergusson home.
Mrs. Fergusson and Miss Fergusson
were assisted In receiving and serving by several weld known Albuquerque ladies.
The pretty home was beautifully
decorated in honor of Its honored
guest and the evening was spent in
A large
a most pleasant manner.
number of prominent people were
present during the evening, includ-- a
mg many iroin out oi me city.
Governor Curry's well known popularity was attested by the heartiness with which he was 'greeted by
his friends, and with Mr. and Mrs.
Fergusson and daughter as hosts,
there was nothing left to be desired.
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If the teams entered In the territorial fair base ball tournament had
been out to Traction park this morning they would have probably picked
up a few pointers on the national
game, and Albuquerque fans could
have taken a few lessons in the art
of rooting.
The base ball teams of troop I and
K of the United States Fifth cavalry
played one of the fastest games seen
on the Traction park diamond this
season. The score was 1 to 0 in
favor of troop 1. Brewer was on the
tiring line for the I's and had the K's
Wick-haon his hip from the toss-upitched good ball for the K's,
but his support was not us fast as
the support of his opponent. The one
run was made by Walters and was
the result of a single, a sacrifice and
i
an error.
were as follows:
The line-up- s
Troop I lavidson, 2b.; Walters,
.; Trunklepaugh, If.:
Sims,
lb.;
Wright, cf.; lloagh, cf.; Collins, rf.;
Conley. c. ; lirewer, p.
Troop K McDonald, rf. ; Hanson,
If.; Henry, c; Stowman, 3b.; Leyen-dcke- r,
2b.; Smith, cf.;
Whlteman,
a..; I'nderwood, lb.; Wlckham, p.
A largo number of troopers from
each troop witnessed the game and
cheered their favorites lustily and
roasted the players on the other side
with lively Jest and witty sayings.
I'mpire Charles Quler.
p.

m

The silver City amateurs are giving the Socorro baseball team the
game of its life this afternoon.
At
the close of the sixth Inning, the
score was 4 to 4. Hagerman, who
started in to pitch for the Gem City
bunch, was taken out in the third
inning and supplimented by Rhoades.
IS
Hildago was pitching steady ball for THEY ARE HERE
the amateurs.
One run waa made
OPENLY PRACTICED off him In the first Inning and one
In the fourth, and then there folFROM EVERYWHERE
lowed three Innings with nothing dobeing
were
for
Socorro.
The
outs
11.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Oct.
ing made In one, two, three order,
and cannibalism and
Tales of famine
at the sixth inning, when The
One of the Interesting features of
among the natives In northeastern Citizen
went to press both teams fair attendance this year is the
Canada were brought here today by were playing
steadily.
idely
area from, which
scattered
J. A. Osborne, an editor, who has
the throngs of visitors have been
Just completed a trip of exploration
glance
A
over
drawn.
the list of ho-tof that desolate country. At Moose FEW COMPLAINTS OF
arrivals during the past five days
Factory lie met a young man who
demonstrates the fact that this year's
had lied there in terror. His uncle,
fair has drawn no only a bigger,
he said, hail killed and eaten eight
EXORBITANT
PRICES noisier and more liberal crowd of
human beings, and he also saw a
sightseers,
but that the attractions
woman who last winter, during a
of the hig carnival reached out into
famine, killed and ue her two chilterritory
larger
a
than ever before,
Hut few complaints and these of
dren, oshorne concluded that
hVM huon henrrl and that people are finding the Alis practiced openly among riiimir i m im ir n no
coming to
during the week of exhorbltant prices buquerque fair worth
tlie Indians and half breeds.
oeiog inuigeu idir visitor. XUOUK" from adjoining states. A large numAlbuquerque
people
are enber
of
the crowds have taxed the facilities
of the city in various lines, they have tertaining friends and relatives from
GROVER CLEVELAND
and the practice of
been taken care of with uniform fairvisits to Albuquerque
ness and satisfaction.
The restaur- postponing
by
friends
easterners
until fair week
rushing
a
business
ants
have done
a common practice,
ISJGJNG RAPIDLY during the whole week, but prices Isami becoming
adding
materially
to the total
have been maintained at practically
attendance figures.
h.irlie-tliM rvuUr stiilitlard. anil lh
first
11
the
York,
For
New
Oct.
shops, where petty graft has so of
time since his recent illness,
Kxrliange Irieii Drop.
cities,
been claimed in larger
Grover Cleveland is in ten
New York. Oct. 11. A heavy outhave held to the regular price schedtown. When he arrived he walked ule.
a
quarter
scarcity
of
some
In
pouring of MtocKs sent prices on exwith a cane upon which he leaned
him Ivil to some increase ill change tumbling today.
Unfavorheavily and appeared to have aged nuiniB
voluntary offers, one able rumors regarding the forthcomiHls visit la understood charge through on
perceptibly.
reme
ing annual meeting lA the Amalga
nignianus
nouM
to be In relation to affairs of the rooming
porting an offer of 12.50 per night mated Copper company were respon
' association of life insurance presi- for
u
bed.
sible.
dents, of which he is chairman.
m
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It Is reported on what Is considKvcnlng Down Town.
ered excellent authority that through
7:00 p. m. Carnival Shows
daily passenger service will be esuntil midnight.
7:30 p. m. Free Street Act,
tablished between Albuquerque and
4 Revolving Ladders.
4 Roswell on the Santa Fe
via the Be7:30 p. m. "Fighting
the
len cut-oand Texlco on November
Flames" Spectacle. (Four per- jf 1, and that a train will run
formances each, evening.)
each
8:30 p. m. Free Street Act,
way between the two cities, one leavHigh
Dive Into net.
'
ing here at 7 a. m. and arriving at
:30 p. m. Montezuma Ball
Roswell In the evening and the other
4 (The eoclal event of the year,
? leaving Roswell at 7 a. m. and arrivAlvarado Hotel.)
ing here in the evening. The trains
9:30 p. m. Free Street Act,
will run over the main line from
High wire performance.
10:30 p. m. Free Street Act, 4V here to Belen and thence over the
4
Eastern
Railway of New Mexico, or
High
Reckless Rusvell Bicycle
as It is commonly called, "The BeDive.
len
to Texlco, here It will
pass the train coming this way and
Saturday Morning Down Town
proceeded
to Roswell.
hence
4
9:00 a. m. Carnival shows
open.
or Vast Benefit.
10:00 a. m. Free Street Act,
The benefit of this service to Al4 Revolving Ladders..
buquerque
limitless, since it will
10:30 a. m. Free Street Act,
give direct daily service with
RosHigh Dive into net.
well and a large number of towns
11:00 a. m. Free Street Act,
practicwhich
have
heretofore had
High Wire Performance.
ally no communication with the
11:30 a. m. Free Street Act. 4
New Mexico.
of
The entire
High
Reckless Russell Bicycle
Pecos valley will be opened to
,
4 city's trade and business which this
Dive.
has
gone to El Paso and other aoutiiern
4Y
Morning Fair timiimT.i.
4
and eastern points will come this
10:00 a. in. liase Rail, Troop 4 way.
r
4 I versus Troop K.
Be1ile Belen and the towns on the
main sine. Mvuptalnair, Wlllard and
- Afternoon
H!
Grounds,
Texloo,
other towns on the cut-Of- f,
1:30 p. ill. Base Rail.
Portaloa, Kenna, RosmqII and towns
p.
1:45
m.
4
to the south, will also have first class
Pace, 31,000. (Eight entries).
connections twlth this city.
Mile
2:00 p. m. One-ha- lf
OiH'tw WUIo Territory.
Running Race.
So vast Is the territory which this
2:30 p. m. 2:30 Trot.
service will give to Albuquerque for
3:00 p. m. Obstacle Race
business that its limits1 can hardly be
Fifth Cavalry Troopers.
Three-fourthp.
s
4 described. All the Pecos valley from
3:80
si.
one end to the other with its scores
4 Mile Running Race.
of tine towns, all of which are grow4:00 p. m. Hucklng Bull.
ing very rapidly will be directly "on
4:30 p. m. Squadron Drill
H. Cavalry.
I
4 the way," and as most New Mexico
people would rather visit Albuquerf
que to do their trading than any
place, there Is little doubt that
tturpasslng both In point of at- other
wholesalers and retailers of this
tendance
and general interest all the
previous Albuquerque day records, favored city will reap a bountiful
the scene at the fair grounds yester harvest of busines.
day afternoon reflected in no uncerShows Railroad's Friendliness.
tain manner, the rapid strides takThe service not only opens the big
en by New Mexico during the past trade territory to Albuquerque but
year not only in Increasing popula- it also shows this city the friendlition but In material resources. No ness of it he Santa Fe railway and its
event of previous history has ever principal officials toward this city.
drawn together in any one place in It was on a recent visit of the genthis territory such multitude of peo eral officials to this city that the
pie, and nothing In the way of a train service to Roswell was discussa'temprtea in ed and arrangements made for its
public demonstration
local annals passed off in such operation.
orderly
manner. From
uromrjt and
Fare Will lo Heaaoiuible.
noon till the close of the afternoon's
At present a trip to Roswell is an
nroicram the tide of humanity flowed expensive
matter, Just a shade betthrough the gates of Che fair grounds
until the box receipts lor me any ter than a trip to Chicago, in fact,
had exceeded those of Albuquerque as far as cost is concerned, and by
day last year by over 4 00. The at- far the best route is over the San la
Fe Central to Torrance and thence
tendance as nearly as can be estimated was In the nelghburohood of 7000, by auto to Roswell, a trip that has
about 4.000 of whom were in some many great drawbacks.
Under the new system, the fare
uponV.....-.-the grand
way
, accommodated
.... 1. LI
..
1
will be reasonable and a trip to RosUU'dllliM uuaiit
hlUllil Willi IIS
sion. Even the ouanters reserved well willnewnot be expensive.
The
train will also rbe of
for the orchestra were usurped by
benefit to Roswell, In that It
the eaeer multitude, the players be muchgive
that city many connections
ing accommodated later with chairs will
placed directly umlcr the boxes in which it has not had before and enlocal
business men to enter
its
outpourable
the field. Some Idea of the
ing of the day may be had by the a new territory.
number of people carried on the
which
street cars during the day and
Is given out by the traction company VALUABLE
HORSE
this morning as 15.142. The panorama presented by the great stand
with its thousands of amlnated ocSACRIFICED
cupants, the bleachers and Judge'
stand surrounded by the crowds of
base-bal- l
and racing enthusiasts the
acre wide park of vehicles filled
Kiowa, the handsome bay pacer
with bright and happy faces, flank- owned
G. Peck, of Pueblo,
ed in the background by the long and one byof J.
the favorites In the first
I11.es of cavalry h"isesj and farther
yesterday's
two
of
2:13 pace
heats
yet In the distance, the ever present
the fair grounds track, was shot
small boy lined up on the roofs of at
b yher owner
last night at the
the sheds and stables which skirt the grounds'
stables. The horse, which
waa one
grounds to the northeast
up
strongly
in the initial
showed
It will be heats suddenly went lame
long to be remembered.
Just as he
furetained for the delectation of
wire
came under the
the second
through a photo-ifrai.- h time,
ture generations
hasty
a
examination
show
and
taken in mid-a- f terilOOIl by the
that the ankle bone of the left
Great Western View company and ed
snapped
leg had
short off. The
which will be placed on sale locally hind
plucky little animal walked to the
and throughout the territory.
staples
quarter
a
a in lie away,
of
TImj Profc-raiiit was found that the fracture
The program for l lie afternoon had but
complicated
was
offer any
too
been prepared with great care by the hope of a successful to
recovery
fair management and into It had last night the horse, wtfilch Is and
the
been injected as great a variety of only one entered here by Mr. Peck,
entertainment as the resources of the
put
misery
was
out
a
of
with
its
association could command. The In
i j J I,
dividual members had been selected bullet.
and the
with unusual forethought
best events in each line had been re- PICK POCKET TOUCHES
tained for use on this particular day.
Thus In the department of racing the
two star events of the fair namely,
the 2 J pace, for 'he "Veuve ClicJ. W. DEXTER FOR
quot Champagne Stake." of $1,000
togetner
wun
with Its nine entries,
the Albuaueroue Derby, one and one- George W. Dexter, of the firm of
eighth mile run, with eight entries, I.11.HV
A
'1
J, l..Yt.-r- .
Vnrth Viffh
re features of great attraction to
street, had bis pocket picked while
The ba.-all lover of hor.-- Mesh.
ball fans were out in force to view on a car coining back to the city yes
the week between terday afternoon during tne crush.
the star game-o'PVim
mill ehekd
i:iflli in
the Socorro and A louquerque teams fur
and the bronco busting and cavalry money was in a sack, which the thief
those of the slipped from Mr. Dexler's hip pocfeatures surpassed
The ket. The thief threw the checks
earlier portion of the week.
gun to away and they were found und turnopening
entire list from the
over to the police, who returned
the sig zlg race of the cavalry movvd ed
th.-nto Mr. Dexter this
niortiinir
50 and I
The cash lost was between
(Continued oil Tage tour.)
J5.
Tlilw

iIti (t

Reception Held Last Evening Troop4I,Wins by Score of
Know
to
In Honor of Chief
the Game,,
Executive.
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Downtown
District Overflowed Albuquerque Will Receive BusiUntil Early Hours With Vast
ness From Vast Section Which
ENABLING ACT Throng of Busy Merrymakers
Was Heretofore Practically
Who Erjoyed Biggest of
Closed to Duke
can secure statehood In a very short
All Big Days.
City People.
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Collins as President L. A.
Galles Vice President, and
R. H. Lester. Treasurer.

sult In New Mexico's
Entering Union of
States.

The travelng men of New Mexico
held a meeting last night In the
Zeiger building at which they per
manently organized as the Southwestern Commercial Travelers' association.
E. L. Collins was elected .presi
dent, L. W. Galles, vice president;
Dick Dillon, secretary, and R. H.
Doster, treasurer. 'A committee
on
emblem was appointed consisting of
Ed. Harsch, Louis Collins, and M.
U Stern.
Governor Curry was made an honorary member of the association and
a committee .was appointed to notify him of the fact.
A committee on constitution and
waa selected
consisting of
M. t Btern, J. il. O'RIelly, George
D. Mtetson, Leo Gale, of El Paso,
and Seymour .Lawinson.
A handsome gold emblem will be
given to the member who secures
the largest number of new members
before the next meeting, which will
be
held in Albuquerque on the
morning of next Thanksgiving day.
88 Charter Members.
Thirty-eigcharter members enrolled themselves and paid the initiation fee. They are as follows:
Ed. Grunsfeld, George P. Learnard,
R. H. Lester,
Seymour Lewlnson,
George 8. Ramsay, William Jeffrey,
A. L. Coleman, Ben BpHs, R. C. Dillon,' Francis J. Lee, W. E. Betts.
Louis Roeenbach, Edward T. Phe-loC. W. Kunz, M. b. Devlne.'L. U
O'Rear, Lewis Conn, James F, Lonx,
H. W. Klein, L. Lowenthal. U W.
Galles, William Hayward.
F. E.
Bingham, Ben Welller, C. H. Corn- pn.
js.
stock,
oiraldl, William A.
Lauck, E. Jelllnck. E. L. Collins,
Tom D. Collins, John Clapper, E.
B. Harsch, M. L. Stern, C. O. Ruck-e- r,
Eugene
Kempenlch
and Leo
Gale.
Had a Good Time.
The traveling men took the city
by storm. They came for a good time
and they had 1t in every respect.
They enjoyed all the good things of
life from the moment they hit the
pavement at the station until they
again took up their grips and hiked
for more business, and some of them
have not yet quit the city but will
remain until the close of the fair.
They welcomed the governor to
their midst and In return got his
warmest thanks and they participated in the big parade, later meeting
at their headquarters and handling
"feconsiderable business.
Their
male" ball game was a feature of
Albuquerque day at the fair grounds,
and they wound it all up by their
organization and election of officers.
They will come again on Thanksgiving day when It Is believed the
membership will be doubled.

Oovernor Curry called a meeting
or the Bureau of Immigration
at 10
o'clock this morning In his apartments at the Alvarado hotel for the
purpose of discussing the work of
the bureau and to-- prepare- matter
for a statehood campaign.
D. A. Macpherson, of this city, d.
A. Fleming, of Las Vegas, and John
Haley, of Capitan, were the only
members of the board present. H. B.
Henlng, secretary of the bureau, was
In attendance
and remained
adjournment for a conference after
with
governor
the
regarding his work.
Ma t Get Busy.
The governor told the bureau
members that he expected them to
"get busy" or words to that effect,
nnd to aid In the fight for statehood
by the publication and circulation of
proper literature for the advertising
of the territory and Its people and
natural resources.
The governor talked to the point.
He told the members that the statehood campaign was on In earnest
and that he expected the territorial
officials to back up the movement to
tneir utmost.
Will Advertlso Territory.
It was decided to i?sue as soon as
practicable, a large number of small
booklets, circulars and other advertising matter as cheaply as possible
in order to get the name and the op- port unities of New Mexico before the.
public Just as strongly aa possible.
The iettlarglo condition of the bureau durir." the pait months will not
be allowed to continue further and
the members pledged themselves to
work and to work hard toward the
statehood goal.
Secretary Henlng will at once set
about the preparation of the advertising matter which will be oent to
press Just as soon as possible, i
Governor's Suggestions.
The subjects upon which Mr. Henlng will write were suggested by the
governor during a conference and
they will be suitable for statehood
campaign purposes as well as the
encouragement of Immigration
and
development.
The board authorised the publication of five bulletins on the counties
of Chaves, Eddy, Union, Colfax and
Grant, and the counties in the southern portion of New Mexico In particular. The Mesllla valley will "also
form the subject of a descriptive
bulletin.
Another edition of "Ho, to the
Land of Sunshine," the booklet compiled by Colonel Max Frost of the
Santa Fe New Mexican, will be issued soon by the bureau.
Will Flglit for Statehood.
Oovernor Curry told the bureau
members that he Intended to conduct the statehood tight clear down
the line. In other words, he proposes to establish a competent press
bureau and by publicity to ibatter
down the false Impression that New
Mexico Is not a law abiding, Industrious, developing
community with
wonderful resources, developed and
undeveloped.
Matter descriptive of
the territory will be circulated In
the east and In fact ail over the United States.
W ill Go to Wasliington.
When congress assembles. Gover
nor Curry together with members of
prominent
his administration
and
citizens of New Mexico, will go to
the national capital to work with
might and main for the new state.
Governor Curry is not optimistic but
he has every assurance that he will
by
supported
succeed If properly
the people or Mew Mexico.
A Busy Morning.
Previously to meeting the mem
bers of the bureau,
the governor
spent a busy morning in conversa
tion with leading members of the
republican and the democratic parThey have assured him. of
ties.
In every way to
their
secure another enabling
act for
statehood for .lew Mexico without
the addition of Arizona or any other
territory.
To that end both parties will bury
the hatchet,
and pressure will be
brought to bear on the representatives of both parties In congress to
give favorable consideration to the
to the
admission of New Mexico
union.
MKMiti:its of nu:

by-la-
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CHAMPIONSHIP

CAME IN

I

.

AUTHORIZED

Members He Will Use Every Possible Effort
Form Organization With E. L.
In the Fight Which Will Re-

Thirty-Eigh-

DEMOCRATS WILLING TO WORK
FOR STATEHOOD

Cut-Alle- ged

Partly

Greatest Crowds In History Santa Fe Will Put on Through "Southwestern Traveler's As- Governor Curry Called Meet-In- g
Of Fair Association Saw
sociation Permanently OrPassenger Service On
Today to Arrange For
ganized at Their Last
Fast Races And
November Via Belen
Much Descriptive
.
Other Features.
Session.
Literature.

Next.

SHE WAS MURDERED

ATTENDANCE

1.

NUMBER 247

THURSDAY

Exec

Not Elope
Would
With Hei.

TRAIN

1

rising temderature.

.

V

He Declared That She Committed Suicide Because He

BROKEN DAILY

October

cloudy tonight and Saturday;Iprobably
in thi iortk portioi of the territory
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FORECAST

DETROIT

TODAY

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 11. The Chicago and Detroit ball teams arrived
from Chicago on the early morning
trains and will play the fourth game
of the world championship
series
here today. The sale of seats for tho
games here has been heavy. While
by
Chicago
Detroit's two defeats
have changed the betting on the
series to two to one in Chicago's
favor, the local enthu.-4astremain
hopeful that their favorite will yet
win 'the championship.
The final score waa Chicago 6,
Detroit 1.
s

MARKED

INTEREST
IN FAIR

EXHIBITS

-

"Farmers and ranchmen from all
over the territory and a number
from surrounding slates and Arizona, are taking a marked interest
In the agricultural and live stock exhibits this year," remarked a well
known rancher this morning. "I believe more interest Is being evinced
profitable
discussion
and more
groused during the present session
LAW KKVIMOX COMMISSION
than at any previous fair. Though
the exhibits are not as extensive as
we some time hope to see them, they
Governor Curry today tin- comprise a representative and fair
nounced the following as the
allowing from the various
sections
revision
members nf the law
and should do much good In adveprovided for by the 4
rting the farming and grazing re- 44 commission
at- H.
A.
Fall,
legislature:
last
sources of the territory. To examine
torney gtiicral; W. B. Chllder.
some of our exhibits which would
of Albuquerque; H. M. Dough- prove prize winners In any state in
erty, of Socorro; Benjamin M.
the unlyn rather makes one wonHead, of Santa Fe, and Ixiuis
der if our geographies aren't a little
Frank
llfeld. of Las Vegas.
out of Jog In marking New Mexico
Springer, of lis Vegas, was of- American
desert
under the great
on
this
appointment
an
4 fered
area'.'
board but he declined to accept
It because of private business.
M US. t llADWICk 1KI
which succeeds
IN PKMTKNTIAHY
The coinini.-i.-ioColumbus, Ohio, Oct. 11. Mrs.
the commission named by the
legislature will meet in a short
chadwick, wrecker of the Oberlln
bank, died In the penitentiary last
time at the capital and organ- to beginning
night. Her death was caused by a
ize preparatory
work.
disease contracted from eating rich
foods.
I1
I ( I I 1 I I

tttcrittiif tt?iif
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EVENING

CITIZEN.
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JUDGE'S AWARD
IN

10

Paragraphs

FINE

Flower Show and Arts and
Cratts Prizes Are
Presented.
The awards In the (lower show and
exhibits were announced yesterday as follows:
Class 1 Handsomest !ofa pillow,
o
Mrs. Houston, Il.fiO; best piece
piece of Uattenburft lace, Miss
2;
piece
Mount
best
of
slnRlo
Jenks,
Melllch lnce, Mrs. Thorman (wheat),
32; handsomest silk patchwork quilt,
Mrs. Heckwlth, ll.SO; handsomest
cotton patchwork Qiillt, Mrs. Meyers,
SI; best single piece eyelet embroidery, Mrs. Thorman, $1; best single
embroidery
Miss
French
IUce
KpHuldinjr, tl; best single piece silk
embroidery or linen, Mrs. Nolan, tl;
fcest
and handsomest hand made
spiead. Miss Luna. $2; best drawn-wor- k
handkerchief, Miss Kllss, II;
toest drawnwork piece. Miss Bliss, $2;
best bead work, Ida Munsey, 11. GO.
JuvciiilPi Work I'mlcr Sixteen Years
of Ago.
Best Individual collection, Irene
Btaehlln, $1: best specimen Inlaid
wood, Henry Baca, tl; best specimen
hand painting, Myrtle Hope, $1.25;
best Individual hand painting, Mlse
Williams. t2.BO.
Class 2 Best animal painting In
oil, Mrs. Nolan, $2.60; best flower
painting In oil, Mrs. Kent, t2.60; best
landscape painting In water color,
Mrs. Andrus, $2.50; best collection
crayon (not. lees than three), Mrs.
Stowell, $1.60;
best collection oil
paintings (not less than eix). Miss
Kent, tS; best collection water color paintings (not less than six), Mrs,
Holmboe, $5.
Class 3 Beat hand painted vase.
Mrs. Houston. $2; best hand painted
odd plates, (not less than six), Mrs.
Ed Harsch. t3: best hand painted
collection. Miss Lee, t5; best club collection In general painting. Woman's
club, $10; old articles other than
mentioned, P. Vigil, t2.
Judges Mrs. O. A. Matson, Mrs.
John Lee Clarke, Mrs. A. J. Maloy,
Cut Flowers.
Best exhibit autumn flowers, Alur-In- a
Pastel, tl.BO; best exhibit cut
flowers (a bowl of flowers), $1; best
pressed wild flowers, Mrs.
exhibit
O'Connor Roberts, tl: best exhibit
wild flowers. Edna Notley, tl.
Best exhibit of bees and honey, Mr.
C. F. Allen, $2.50.

arts and craft

fln-4tl-

.

$30,000

HOTEL

FOR

1M
In railway

PERSONAL

JUNCTION

circles It Is reported

that the management of the Santa
Fe railway fystem Is seriously considering the project of the construction of a new and modern depot and
a Harrey hotel at La my Junction. It
Is understood that plans for the
structure are now In process of preparation. If the project Is put

through, the buildings will be of very
handsome design, the Mission style,
something on the order of the Alva-rad- o
hotel in Albuquerque and the
Castenada at Las Vegas and are to
cost In the neighborhood of $90,000.
While the report can not be fully
substantiated at this time, it is believed to have good foundation.

Charles E. Llnney, the Panta Fe
hardware mini, is In the city.
Nicolas Montoya. rancher near
Morlarty, whs a visitor In Santa Fe
today.
of
Thomas Corrlck, a liveryman
Santa Fe, Is In the city viewing the
sights.
Charles W. Dudrow arrived from
Santa Fe last night to attend the
fair.
Carlos Creamer returned to Santa
Fe yesterday after a several days' vis-in the city.
Miss Sarah C. Hart, of Santa Fe,
Is In the city attending the fair and
visiting friends.
Jerry Farrl?, engineer nt the V. S.
Indian school at Santa Fe, is attending the big fair.
Robert C. Oortner. district attorney of Santa Fo county, is in the city
attending the fair.
States
C. E. Newcomer, United
deputy marshal, was a visitor In Sanyesterday,
ta Fe
J. E. Sheridan, coal mine inspector
for New Mexico, is In Moreno, N. M.,
on official business.
W. N. Townsend has returned to
Santa Fe from Shreveport, La., where
he has been on buflne.-s- .
Sam Bauer, of Cincinnati, Ohio, Is
visiting his brother. John Bauer, of
the Haldrldge lumber yard.
a
of Philadelphia,
Fred Neeley,
representative of the Baldwin Locomotive works, Is in Santa Fe.
Thomas J. McDonald, a plumber
of Santa Fe. who has been attending
the fair, left for home lat night.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sutherland,
of Flagstaff, Ariz, .former residents
of Albuquerque, are in the city.
Fe, a
W. H. Kennedy, of Santa
well known hardware man of the
Capital City, is attending the fair
today.
Nestor Montoya, of Los Angeles,
who owns extensive sheep Interests
In this territory, Is In Santa Fe on
business.
Mrs. Frank Dibert, son and daughter, have returned to Santa Fe from
a visit In Topeka and other Kansas
points,
Charles W. Fairfield, manager of
Pine
the saw mill of the Yellow
Lumber company, was here from
Santa Fe today.
Captain Fritz Muller, of the U. S.
land ofllce at Santa Fe, returned
home yesterday after spending three
days at the fair.
Mrs. James L. Sellgman of Santa
Fe, arrived yesterday to be a guest
during the remainder of fair week
of Mr. and Mrs. Amado Chaves.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
returned to the capital yesterday
from this city. He was accompanied
by his uncle, S. H. Jaffa, of Trinidad,
Colorado.
E. R. Paul, assistant auditor of the
Santa Fe Central railway and its allied interests, has returned to Santa
Fo from his headquarters at Pittsburg, Pa.
Frank Dibert, assistant treasurer
of the Santa Fe Central railway. Is
in the city to spend a few days seeing the fair and particularly the agricultural exhibits.
John H. Klrby, chief clerk in the
office of he New Mexico Fuel and
Iron company, returned yesterday to
Santa Fe from this city, where he
attended the fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Teter M. Llnenu. of
Santa Fe, are visiting Albuquerque
friends ana attending the lair. Mr.
Llneau Is deputy Insurance commissioner for the territory.
Attorney Charles Jr. Easley return
ed yesterday to Santa Fe. While here
he attended the annual meeting of
the grand lodge for New Mexico of
the Knights of Pythias and also at
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Cheap for Cash or on Pay"We Set 'em Up.

ments.

O

W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuntierque,

N. M.
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Charles E. Suntaagg, Proprietor.

.
tended the fair.
Springer,
Horace C. Abbott, of represena member of the house of
assemtatives of the 37th legislative
bly, who has been in Albuquerque
attending me sneep growths vum.c-tlohas returned home.
T. J. Butler, of Washington, D. .,
who Is connected with the departhas Joined the force
ment of Justice,
, , coin
i
renresentatives
now making investigations into land
transactions in new jnexiuu.

A. O. BILICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL lnylt

New Mexico headquarters

their friends to make

at

The Hollenbeck Hotel

n,

Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningHay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

Write xih for
Catalogue and Prlws

ALBUOUEROUE
NEW MEXICO

Los Angeles, California

1

Courtesy and
Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
attention to guerits Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

APPLICATIONS, as ttiey
rilMMLMe.
maa
nf (h
vii
or constitutional dis 9omowomo9omomD909omomo9omomomo9omomomo9omomomcmomDm
blood
a
Catarrh
ease, ana in oraer w tuie n. jv
take Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
Cure la taken Internally, and acts direct
m" iq.
ly on me Diooa anu niuuuu
Cure Is not a quack mediHall's Catarrh prescribed
one
by
of the
was
cine. It
country iur
in mis
best. physicians
. i ..
im
i
HNiBMlnHnn
--Itu
&
i k ic,
ana in
"
composed of the best tonics known, com- Galvanized Cornices, Sky
me
Dinea wun
uei uiuuu puimo, The
directly on the mucous surfaces.Ingreditwo
of
the
combination
perfect
Lights, Stock
ents Is what produces such wonderful
"
results in uuruiB Miaiiu.
and Storage
Imonlals free.
F, J. CHENEY ft CO.. Props.,
Tanks,
Hot
Toledo, Ohio.
with .LOCAL.

CHI1I1UI

fc.

J.

D. Eakin.

O. Gloml,

Preildent.

Chi.

Vlea Pretldemt.

O.

Is

ALBUQUERQUE

C. F. Allen

jih

FOUNDRY

Bold by Druggists,

price

13

75 c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa-

tion.

IX BUSINESS
FHONT DOOR CLOSED
INPENDING
DAYS.
FEW
Hlt
VOICE OF OLD STOCK AND ARLINE.
NEW
RANGEMENT OF OCIl
CALL AT SIDE DOOR OR PHONE
741. 325 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Quinsy Sprains and Swellings Cured.
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen bo I could hardly breathe. I
Balm
Pain
applied Chamberlain's
and it gave me relief In a short time.
says
right,"
days
was
all
I
In two
Mich.
Otterburn,
Mrs. L. Cousins,
Chamberlain's Pain Balm is a liniment and Is especially valuable for
sprains and swellings. For sale by
all druggists.
o
COKE! COKE!
Wo now liamlle pood, clean coke.
Also Uie Creeteri HutUj Anthracite
Coal.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
STACY
AfJAlN.

Furnaces,

Air

o
ANT) CO.

Tin

Rooting,

&

MACHINE

Guttering, etc.

WORKS

General Jobbing

305 West Gold

Mellnl,

Btcieckl,

cTwtanr

Treaairn

Consolidated Liquor Company

ICOUtl

SaoeMOrt to

MCLINI A EAKIN, and

ACHECHI

A OIOMI.

WHOLKBALK DEALERS IM

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

Hv

la stoek to outfit
kptnottivrylhlng
fastidious bar eomploto

tbo

bean appo'nUl xelualv agenU In th
outhwatt
Vac .
chlltz, Wm. Lamp and et Lou la A. B. C. Brawarlea;
Yallawona,
Graan Rlvar, V. H. McBrayara Cdar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J Man.
rch, and othar ttandard trunda of whlaklaa too numaroua ta m'antlan.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
S?1 .ell.th strBlrht article aa rewired by ua from tie
Uarlaa,
DlatlllerJes and Brcwerlea In Ue United Btat a. Call aid U.eat eat
j,
Stock and Prtcf-- or write lor illuatratcd Cf.ialaae and ne Uet.
lieued to dealers only.
tub maxtv,
jw meat

ft

M

mi

Albuquerque carriage Co.

Out of Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under its healby all
ing influence. Guaranteed
dealers. 60c.

If you need furniture, call on

L. Kcppeler,

317-1- 0

Clias.

South Second.

at

and Ciga'rs
a

SOLE DISTRIBUTERS: OF

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
G. H. Mumm & Co's, Ve Clicquot, Ponsardin and
Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagnes
P. Bardinet Bordeaux Cordials

i

i . iar

50

Iron and Brass
Castings
Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cars
Metal
Columns and
Iron Fronts
for Buildings

o
--

O

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

DEPARTMENT

Corner First St. and TIJtra Ave.

oemcicmcmoKymomomy

HORSES
SHOD FOR SPEED
SHOD FOR DRAFT
If you are a horse man come
and talk to us.

oq

P

a

At

Offerj a wide choice in light and heavy Harness of all kinds Try Us.
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

v

.

w

OUR HARNESS

o

rp

- "aaaissaak

I

X

Chatelle Freres, Cognac, France, Cognacs
Old Taylor Bourbon, Monogram and Hunter Rye Whiskies
A. Texter & Co., Sandusky, Ohio, Pure Blackberry Juice
Duroy Invalid Ports, in Glass Only

18 WEST SILVER AVE,,

2

AIRTIGHT.

Special Attention Given
Repairs of Mining and
Milling Machinery.

SMITH & FRANK
315

Scientific Farriers

W. Copper

R. P. HALL
PROPRIETOR

1

We have a Fine Assortment
Heaters bought in car lots.
Prices and quality defy com-

Speedy Service,

Cool, Bright

Wines, Liquors

I

HEATER

petition.

Importers and lobbers of All Foreign and Domestic

Oh

Coal or Wood

1!

It

Successors to Ernest Meyers & Company

c
c

That You Need a

mm

1

WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

(INCORPORATED)

to

Gold Weather

A

Should Remind You

SANTA FE RESTAURANT

THE MEYERS COMPANY

ua

m

Tliry Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgatlva effect ex
perlenced by all who use Chamber
lulu's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the .healthy condition of the body
ana mind which they create makes
one reel joyrul. l'rlce, 25 cents. Sam
plea free at all drug stores.

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

l'alnt N'one HelNative and Chicago Iiuniler. Khcrwln-WlUUuler. KullJliiK laK-r- , l'burtfr, IJnie, CVnwnt, bbuw, Said), Doors, Etc.,
Etc., Etc

J.

C.

BALDRWCE

423 South First

LALBUQUEnQTJE

it, i07.

rmnAY, ocronroi

6101
Tournament-

Albuquerque.
hitting won the Albuquer- same lor ihe locals, ana
cinched the first money In the baseball tournament.
d
who goes
Dick, .the long
to Pittsburg next year, had the
Brownie on his Jilp for five Innings
but In the sixth they got on to nim.
Up until this stage of the game, and
even till the eighth, It was a toss up
who would win it. The nnai score
was 6 to 1.
Kocarro made It's one and only
run In the third Inning. Durham put
one straighit over to Rhoades and
the Uttle rlant connected with It for
three bases. There was no one out
but it la doubtful if Hhoades would
have tallied had Fronts not erred
In a throw to ithe plate. Dick, following Rhoadea to the bat, struck
out but Brierly failed to catch the
third strike. Dick ran for the base
and while Brlerly passed the iball
to Frantz, Rhoades came in. Frantx
put Dick out but threw wild In
panning the ball back to Brlerly.
The game ran along 1 to 0 till the
Birth Inning, with nothing more doing on either side. The Browns advanced men as far as second and
third in the second and four innings.
but the needed 'hit to score was not
Hard
ro

Nelhoff,

AND DEALERS IN

Corhan,
Galgano,
Kunz.
Durham,

ss

.

0

. .

p

.

1

5

1

1

0

4

0
0
0

rfaf....3
......

Totals

4

......37

6

1

0

2
3
0

0
0

2

2

3
0
0

0
0
0
0

1

8 27 11

Players
Parsons,
D. Anderson, 1 f .
IMnkerton,
c
Pettus.
L. Anderson
Rathburn, s s ...
Tarr.
Rhoades.

rf....2
....

lb 3b.

Dick,

p

3

4

4
4
3
3

cf....4

3

0

0

0

0 2
0 12
0 &

0

1

001

2
2

1
1

3
0

1
1
1

0

0

1

3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0

1

1

0

Telephone 10

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Hava negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real te
for the peat 20 yaara,
without a alngle loa to
loaner. Bafety and aatla-factito both partlea.

Abatratia of title tarn
lahed on Bernalillo County proparerty on abort notice. The only met of
booka that la up to
date, Price raaaonable.

oa-ta-

ab-atra-

.

on

ct

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

TS

1000 Acres of Valley Land
In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

All under ditch, and sixty
acres under cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

Exclusive Territorial Handlers of the Following
Well Known Lines:
Kaw Valley Canning Co.'s "Sunburst" Brand Vegetables.
Kuner Pickle Co.'s Pork and Beans, Ilckles and Olives
National Starch Co.'a Klngsford and Best Brands Starch
Dr. Price's Wheat Flake Celery Food
"Boss" Patent, Highest Patent Flour.
"Imperial" High Patent Flour
"Swans Down" Colorado Patent Flour
"Royal Elk" Oklahoma Straight Grade Soft Wheat Hour
"Tiger" Brand Sublimed Sulphur
"Black IiOaT' Tolmcco Sheep Dip
Kemp's Australian Branding Fluid
"Old Manse" Mnplo Syrup
Thos. L. Upton's Teas and Coffee
"White Rock" and Apolllnaris Mineral Waters
Bain Wagon Co.'s Wagons.
Curtice Brothers "Blue label" Canned Goods.
"K. C." and "Gold Label" Baking Powders.
"Crocker Jack" and "Angelus" Marslimallows
California Fruit Canners' Association Canned Fruits and Vegetables
Cudahy Packing Co.'s "Rex" Brand Canned Meats
.
Kmpson Packing Co.'s rcas.
Juan F. Fottuando Cigar Co.'s Cigars.
Merchant Biscuit Co.'s Crackers
Colorado Packing & Provision Co.'s Lard and Meats
Cudahy Packing Co.'s "Diamond C" Soap
Proctor & Gamble Co.'s Lenox and Ivory Son pa
Poet Brothers MJg. Co.'s Crystal White and WliHe Kagle Soap.
Purkee'g Pure Spices

Price $25.00 Per Acre
FOR SALE.
bargain for this week
residence, modonly;
ern. In fourth ward. Nearly
8
lawn
new,
full lots, An
Eav payand shade, barn. very
ments. Location
A

S33SO

.nw

American
Royal
Live Stock

'

(

$80002 lots with two

brick business houses. Good
Investment, with certainty of
speedy advance In value.

prop-

West side of Santa F
track, 75i!00 feet cm corner.
Very desirable
coal tarda,
or other business requiring
aide tracks. Close In.

t;

'

91800

FOR SALE.
cottage,
Modern
lots, close In.. Easy

CO., THE

JOSEPH
J

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, PropV.

BAMPLB AND
CLUB ROOMB

2 0 West Railroad Areata

0000004K000Oe040

Kansas City, Mo.1

Takes chances. But you take none when you give
us your order for Building Material,
Paints, Glass, etc.

Ticker

16.

The St, Elmo

RECKLESS RUSSELL

Itate

it Oct.

&

frontage
$2800Rallroad
erty.

Show
October

KELLY

FOR SALE.

brick residence
with large grounds of finest
garden land. Barn and poultry houses. Fruit and shads
trees. Within thre
of
street railway.

9XJ90eKX0900909090e)9X39JOm09090

"

GROSS,

FOR SALE.
$2880

FOR SALE.

FOR RENT.

For rent In different
parts of city. Call at office
for list.

Houses

3

SOOORRO.
AH. R. H. PO. A. E.

2b

WOOL-HIDES-PEL-

....3

b

3

Flro Insurance

Ag0nt for thm bett firm
Iniarancm eomptnlm: Tmh
phone y thm amount you
want on your romidonao
and houaahold good. It
la dangoroua to daisy.

Wholesale Grocers

burr-hea-

forthcoming.
The Browns' first score came in
the sixth as a result of D. Anderson
missing Frantz' a long fly into left
field and a two base hit by Brlerly.
T.he browns drew another blank in
the seventh but In the eighth they
landed on Dick for a total of three
Jikts, one by Corhan for two bases,
assisted by an error by Rafh- ' which
burn in a throw to first, resulted In
three runs. Three more singles In
the ninth resulted in two more runs
Durham let down for two hits In
the lxth and Socorro got runners
on first and itfliird, with two outs and
with Rhoades to the 'bat, but lost
their advantage Iby Rathburn trying
to steal home on the third strike,
which, however, wasn't a strike but
a ball. The signal was for Rhoades
to hit the ball, but he let It go by.
Given confidence by the tying of the
score by the Browns, Durham, tight
ened up in the seventh and the best
the Gem City could do In the re
maining Innings was to get a man
to first base.
There were no spectacular plays
nut the score sheet shows that tne
game was hotly contested from start
to finish and was won by hard and
timely hitting. Dick's support was
even better than the support given
Durham,
but the errors proved
more costly by being followed by
hits. Brierly led in the hitting with
a double and two singles.
The score:
ALBUQUERQUE.
Players
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
1
0 0
5 1
Green,
5
0 0 0 0 0
Clancy. 2b
1
3
2
1 12
Frantz, lib
4
2 8 9 2 0
Brlerly, c

Established 1888

Incorporated 1003

219 West Gold

INCORPORATED

Money For

-Cinches

M. R. Summers, Secy.

J. M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO.

Game Prettiest of the

paow Timrx

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

Trinidad, Colo.
Tucumcarl, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Pecos, New Mexico
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Logan, New Mexico

BROWNS

cf

CITIZEN.

LOSES

SOCORRO
TO

EVEJTCNO

1907

14-1- 9,

on wile Oot.
$40.70.

2 1st.

Return

12 to
lim-

SPECIAL

BEST

ATTENTION

TO

OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

0
0
0

CORNER THIRD AND MARQUETTE

1

0

0
0

30 1 4 27 7 2
Totals
Score by Innings:
000 001 032 6
Albuquerque
001 000 000 1
Socorro
.Summary:
runs
Earned
5. Three base hit Rhoades.
Hrierly, Corhan.
Two base hit
Bases on balls off Durham 3; off
Dick 4. Bases on being hit by pitched
Frantz,
ball Green,
Parsons.
Struck out by Dick 11; by Durham
1.
Left on bases Albuquerque 9;
Socorro 6. Double plays Dick to
Durham to Corhan ito Frantz. Sacrifice hits Tarr. Stolen bases Parsons, Kunz.
D. Anderson out In
third inning for interfering with hit
ball.
Isabelle ran for Parsons In
the third inning. Who was hit in
head by pitched ball.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Las Vegas; T. K. Bayard, Las Vegas; O. C. Newell, Tucson; H. M.
Kichey, Tucson;
F. D. Lovell and
wife, Estanda; H. Mlnnlck, Pueblo;
Chatanooga,
Tenn.
E. E. Edwards,
Craige.
J. G. Wolfe, Window;
E. A.
Wolfe,
Winslow; F. J. Schweitzer,
Pittsburg; N. Gould, Kansas City; A.
T. Connish,
Williams;
Walter M.
Taber, Glorietta; Judge McFle and
wife, Santa Fe; L. Baca and wife,
Santa Ke; C. G. Sutton, El Paso.

Alvarado.
i. A, McCoy, Vaughn: Chas. Ros107.
enthal, Las Vegas; H. W. A Id Is, New
York; E. D. Rogers and wife, ChiNotice la hereby given that Thos.
cago; John Emerson, Denver; E. E.
J. McNeill, heir of Alary J. McNeill
Chamberlain, Chicago; C. W. Fair-Helof Bluewater, N. M., has filed notice
Santa Fe; R. R. Hodges, Santa
of his Intention to make final live- Fe; William Taylor and wife,
year proof in support of hi claim
L. E. F. Emdon, WUlard; 8. F.
viz:
Homestead Entry No.
7161
Sanderson, Denver; O. W. Alexanmade Aug. 4, 1907, for the NB14
New
der. Cowles; Leon Abeles,
Nw
,
22,
Township 12N.,
Section
York; J. 8. Quick, New York; C. A.
Range livv., and that said proof will
Belasco, New York; John W. RobSavoy-- .
oe
maae
suvestre
before
Mlrabal, u
erts, Santa Fe; E. A. Mallowell, RaM. Laughlin, Santa Fe; S. S. court commissioner, at San Ra
ton; M. W. Porte.rfie.ld. Silver City; P. Chas.
Denning,
D.
Warren,
fael,
Roswell;
N.
M..
on
November 6. 1907.
Geo. J. Salle, Silver City; L. C. BeckRuff,
.Needles;
John
He names the following witnesses
Socorro; P.
er and wife, Belen.
Martin, Socorro; B. II. Smith, Las to prove his continuous residence
i
Vegas; Miss Edith Elmore, Las Veg- upon, and cultivation of, the land.
Sturges.
as; Leonard Johnson, J. L Cook, vis:
H. C. Applegate, St. Louis; S. F. Eatancia; A. W. Link. St. Ixuls; C.
Chapman,
C.
Hiram
Samuel
Denver; H. A. Spence, V. Edln, Orogrande; Miss Rose Sals, Young
Sanderson,
Eugene T. Chapman, Ernest
Afflicted With Soro Byes for 33 Years Chicago;
Simon Neustadt, Los Socorro; C. W. Agulnne. Los Lunas; A. Tletjen, all of Ttluewater. N. M.
Mrs.
I have been afflicted with sore eyes Lunas: A. E. Kohn, Kansas City; J. Jos. Tonner,
Los Lunas;
P. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
years. Thirteen year F. Gibbons. Wichita; B. N Norton, Gravln and wife,
for thirty-thre- e
Zunl Mountain.
Register.
po
a
I became totally blind and was tA Paso; Edward Grunsfeld,
New
blind for six years. Sly eyes were York.
CONVICTS
IXH'lt
V
HI'.GI
badly Inflamed. One of my neighSI.'UVIXG TIIKIR TFiRMS
bors inxisted upon my trying Cham'
Grand Central.
Sanla Fe, N. M., Oct. It. Four
berlain's Salve and gave me half a
A. Baca, Madrid; John prisoners
Marcus
convicted at the last term
box of it. To my surprise it healed Powell, Wtnslow; Joe Wolff, Socorcourt In Colfax county, have been
my eves and my sight csme back.
When at the
ro; A. F. Youngston, J. F. Brun- - of
received at the territorial peniten'j seher, Mcintosh;
1'. r. Karls. Cynthiana. Ky.
L. A. Troup, Mcin tiary.
They
as
are
follows:
Salve is for sale by all
tosh; J. m. Baca, Pena Blanea; r.
Napoleon Anton Tonton, two
A. Reid, Magdalena; J. A. Backer,
of eighteen months each to run
concurrently, one for unlawfully discharging a pistol, and the other for
EAT
aiding a prisoner to escape.
George Delmont, sentenced to one
year and one day, burglary of railYOUR MEALS
road cars.
Joseph Maglnnis. one year and one
day, larceny from dwelling.
AT THE
Mutias Ksnulbel, one year and one
Through the blood, diseases are carried from one generation to another day, unlawfully concealing stolen
Parents transmit them to tluir children, and so it (xs on down the famil3 property.
line far years and years unless the taint is removed from the blood. Kspe
For hoti'4ili! goods, rail on CI ins.
cially is this true of Scrofula, for it is a disease that is "bred in the bone,'
KepueUv. 317-1- 0
South Second.
Cor. Second and Central
and unless the blood is purified and every trace of the trouble removed the I.
miserable disease will finally undermine the entire health and wreck the
---S
life of its victim. The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands or
abriTit
neck,
tumors
which often burst and become discharging ulcers,
the
weak eyes, Citarrh of the head and throat, skin diseases, etc. The trouble
so firmly intrenched in the bled often attacks the bones, resulting in
White Swelling, or hip disease, while a waxy, pallid appearance of the skin,
loss of strength and energy, and often lung affections, show that the disease
is entinly .destroying the bright red corpuscles and rich, nutritive qualities
of the blood.
Scrofula being a constitutional disease, one affecting the
entire circulation, must be treated with a remedy that builds tip and
strengthens every part of the system, which has s. long been denied the
strength an 1 n niri. hment it should have received from the blood. S. S. S.
is the lust of all Mol purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, and is therefore
the ideal remedy f'r S'.rofula. S. t?. S. searches out and destroys all germs,
taints and poisons, gives strength, richness and vigor to the blood ami cures
hcrofula nvr:ua:icnUy.
It so thoroughly removes tV; trouble from the blood
ST.
that no Mn.s of it arc ever seen again, and posterity is started out in life
Willi aeler.ii. pure blood snpply, which is their rightful inheritance. S. S. S. '
Sleeping Accommodations in Connection
while tin ifirigh, i i gentle in its action, and the healing vegetable ingredients
which compose it build ur everv part of the
Hook on the blood
MYERS, Proprietor
and medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA,
Albu-ouerq-

d,

WH-lar-

d:

Masonic Meeting Carlsbad, N. M., Oct 21 to 26

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. JS,

Tickets on salu Oct. 10, 20,
El 1'ano or Trinidad,
at rata of one fare for
round trip, ltoturn limit Oct.

Albuquerque

21, to
Colo.,
21) tii.

Farmers' National Congress, Oklahoma City,
O.T Oct 17 to 27, '07.
Hate $37 for
trip. Tickets on
16, 17 and 18.
Oct. 31.

Foundry and

Machine

Works

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;

Ekaft-tng-s.

Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns as J Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
Rapalrm on Mining mnd mill Maahlnary a paolaltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. H.

the round
Oct. 15,
Return II nil t

iv. o. PATTERSON

Mile

311-31- 3

cxxicl Boarding Stablets
Livery
West Silver Avenue.
Telephone
AIJlL'yi KIIQIE. NEW

THE

MEXICO,

tl.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IO0OttO000C0OttO0

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkota Roofing

Cham-bfrlaln-

sen-ttr.c-

fcse

First and Marqtsette

BIG FAIR

KILLS THE GERMS
OF SCROFULA

Zeiger Cafe

ooooooooooooo

WANTED

-

1,000 PEOPLE

ocoocooccxaxxxxxxxxx

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.
THEY SLVKE YOU FEEL GOOD!
Never disorder your digestion or
make life no longer worth the living.
Writing about cakes, pie. and
other pastry from our ovens. Carefully made from high class materials why shouldn't they be goodT
Kverybody knows about our bread.
What? You don't? Better get

First Class Meals

112

Quick Service

SECOND ST.

ooooooooooooo 0C000000CK00C

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that is equipped to matte Sash,
Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reason-abl- e
prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.
Doors,-Mouldings-

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TTTXIXXIIXXXXXlXXXIXXIHIXIIIIIIIIIIXIXXXXXIXXIIXin
THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY

PIONEER BAKERY

During the Fair, to Eat at the
NEW RESTAURANT

Albuqaerqae, New Mexico

107 Sooth

First Street.

Ills IXtir Old Mother.
"My clear old mother, who Is now
n
on
ye'irs old, thrives
Kiftctrlc Hitters," writes W. B. llrun- s in, of Lublin, Ga.
"She has taken
them for about two yean and enjoys
an txcellcnt appetite,
feels strong
anj sleeps well. That s the way
eltrhty-thre-

Klectrlc Hitters affect the aged, and
the same happy results follow in all
eases of female weakness and Kener- al dfblltty. Weak, puny children too,
Dy
are greatly su eiigtnenea
them.
Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, by all dealers.
&'Jc.

SKILLED WORKMEN
FINE BTOCK
WORK GUARANTEED
Telephone 131
502 West Central

xixxxxxixxrxixxixxxiixxiiixi
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

COMMERCC

TO

BANK

j j

AVE-

OF

ALBUQUERQUE

rom.

rAGK

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY
By

the

Citizen Publishing Company

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

scnscmmoN
On year by mall In advance.
One month by mall
(In month hv ratrrirr within

Entered a

tuidr

second-clas-

CITIZEN.

N. M.,

Act of Congress of March 8, 1879.

Tlie only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the
vertising medium of the Southwest.

be-- t

mnAV,

1

Inducement
Prices

f

20 Per Gent Discount
On All Laco Curtains and Draperies

Ircs

-

New Mexico.
and Auxiliary News Serrloe.

If

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

F. H. Strong CornfrandCopper
HOUSE FURNISHERS

piquant flavor of th
rlmlorst oysters, fresh from the cool
depths of tlie ocean, try the delicious
you want the full

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

OYSTERS

DUWS

BROWNIES AIL

HAVE

DI8-

-

RECORDS

They are taken from tlio rIm-Iwashed quickly and
put in to a case of pnro will to enamel, scaled and
packed In lav They arc not Ooned till they reach
the dealer. Tliey come out fresli, firm, nnbroken and
tang. Tlie secret of
full of the delicious
their superiority He In tlie use of tlie patent Scnlship
Carrier.

BROKEN

salt-wat-

ATTENDANCE

Yesterday closed

the

'

III

(Coutlnued from Pose One.)

season for

Ilos-we- ll

er

Jan6MeMfr

Tl

the Mcintosh rowns. Out of gome
thirty games, the Browns lost but
(our. One of these went to Clifton
and the other three went to Trinidad. Santa I'e was tea ten ten successive games and tied for one.
was beaten tluee times, Clifton,
Ariz., twice an.l El Paso five out of
Enanc'a, the home of
five played.

olt with neither accident or hitch.
One of the most interesting portions
of the show was provided by tne
traveling men, who near the close
of the proceedings engaged In a far

r

We have on display our new line of Wiltons. Axmlnisters
Empire and Selkirk Wiltons, Velvets and Body Brussels, at a
saving of from 10 per cent to 20 per cent.
,

Ue- SEA TASTE

:

The latest reports by Associated

1907

For Out of Town Customer, we are Making

THE AMlVQrERQVE CITIZEN IS:

ALnrQrEUQfE crmnx II AS
theThe
Hnewt equipped Job department In

II,

For rai r Week

ad-

The leading ILrpubliean dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

CKTOOKH

DOES IT COST YOU TO LIVE?

WHAT

Fifty dollars a month If you don't want much $100 a month V you
wnnt comfort.
AND WEEKLY
There Is a nlaro In New Mcxlro where you couldn't spend more lrun
$9 a week or $36 a month If you tried, nnd yet you live better than you're
of Albuquerque, New Mexico. living now. If you've come west for the winter, don t tny in town.
uei
out where the air I fresh and pure nnd the sun shines bright all day lonff.
cow
every
right
the
from
eggs
day,
laid
milk
fresh
you
can have
Oo where
a big pitcher of It In your room when you want it. Live In a place where
WILLIAM F. BROGAN and
they kill their own beeves right off the range, where you can waiK a roa
MANAGING EDITOR
from the house and catch all the trout you can cat. Big airy ranch rooms
as comfortable as "back home," a cabin in the woods or a tent hou?e if you
want them, nee a genuine western ranch. Watch the boys breaking horses,
see the round-u- p
and enjoy life as you never did before.
iiatks.
This is no tourist
Easy access to a railroad with a dally
line.
$5.00 resort but a genuine western ranch.
Inquire this office or address The Valley Ranch, Pecos, N. M.
W

......
rltr limits
matter at the rostofflce of Albuquerque,

s

EVENING)

PULLMAN

CAR

w4

IN

BIG PARADE

THE

ABOUT TOWN

clcial base ball match which was
greeted with roars of laughter and
The players were claa in
'The exhibit of a life size Pullman
of the applause.
Mr. and Mrs. George
Page, of
William Mcintosh. "Dady"
I
vieone
female costumes, one side wearing I coaeh by the Traveling Mens' asso Gallup, are in the city.
Brownies, however, claim
ciation In the big Industrial parade
blut and the other red bonnets.
tory over the Browns.
A. J. Spear, a sheep man of I..1S
seems to be peculiarly appropriate,
lrontincnt People Present
an Albuquerque traveling man Animas. Is in the city.
One of the remarkable features said
R. W. Cassady. of Lagunn, Is trans"1'robably no class of men
was the today. a more
gathering
of yesterday's
highly developed sense acting business in the city.
number of prominent people in at- have
knights
the
of
Ben J. Minot, a cattleman of Wins-lohumor than the
tendance. To attemot a list of those of
grip
I imagine there may he
Ariz., is here seeing the fair.
present would be to write a political Just aand
bit of grim irony in the choosJudge John R. McFie and wife
and business directory of the terri ing of this emblem or the parade were
in the city yesterday from Santory. The central figure of course as well as a clever piece of work. If
was that of New Mexico's new sol there Is any Institution on tne race ta Fe.
E. A. Sawyer, a well known stock
dier governor, George Curry, who of the earth to wihlch the traveling
together with Brigadier
General man bows down In humble defer- man of Wlnslow, Ariz., Is a visitor to
M.
Thomas, Colonel Hunter, Clark
company. the fair.
ence It Is the Pullman
Carr and others occupied one of the Nigiht after night he pays its exMr. and Mrs. P. M. Gravln, of
association boxes in the center of the orbitant fares. Is held up by the Kettner. N. iM., are registered at the
grand stand. His quarters were the black faced boy and inconvenienced savoy hotel.
magnet of a constantly moving pro by incompetent conductors, yet ne
joe wolfT, of hocorro, was among
cession of people ail anxious to mee I comes through
Jt all smiling, for
f
arrivals from the Gem City this
and talk with the new executive. your traveling man Is before all else the
Flanking him on either side were a philosopher,
was just one morning.
mere
C. W. Fairfield
Is among
the
long rows of boxes, every available think lacking In that Pullman
car
inch of which were filled with well exhibit. Some time ago I saw a pic- prominent Santa Fe people In the
city
sights.
taking
in
the
known Albuciuerqueojis, with their ture In a cigar store labeled 'The
Frank Maxwell, proprietor of the
families and invited guestw, The per Pullman Porter.' At a distance It
mills,
Lamar
of Lamar, Colo.,
included looked like
Flour
ordinary
sonnel of the front row
colored
the
people from all parts of the territory knight of the whisk broom, but on is here attending the fair.
and the country at large. Prominent closer lnspeouon it aeveiopea iiwt
oraays Albuquerque "band gave
among the box holders were M. W. the face was j tinted with coal soot, concerts
In
a number of places
Flournoy, treasurer or the associa- the eyes were made of silver quar- around tne city tnis morning,
tion, Koy A. Stamm, Its secretary, ters, and the mouth was a lemon.
engi
8. A. McCoy, construction
and Hon. Solomon Luna, who served I think that .was needed to round neer
for the .santa Fe at Vaughn, iN.
as president of the association dur out the exhibit."
cut-of- f,
M.,
on
Is
In
Fe
Santa
the
ing last year s fair.
the city taking in the fair.
lroiiiln;iit
Troop
Part
S.
U.
Take
M.
of the
W.
William Mclntodi. "Dady
prominent
Porterfleld,
BUCKING BULL WAS
To the general public, particularly
druggist and one of the influential
Brownies.
base
not
acquainted
local
with
thane
men
mining
of Silver City, was
,
The team will disband tonight. ball records, or the horses competing
among this morning's arrivals from
!. Green. Neihoff and Brierly will re for yesterday's rewards, the feature
REAL ARTICLE tne south.
lr
V
;turn to Trlnidud. l uiram will leave of the show which attracted most
Guy Newell Tand Harmon Richie
Cms evening for his home at Doug attention was the part contributed by
of Tucson, are. in the city taking in
las. Km., and Frantx will leave for troops I and K of the Fifth cavalry.
The antics of the bucking bull at
fair and visiting Miss Ethel
1n Kansas City Sunday.
his
Included "Mounted the fair grounds yesterday afternoon the
Benton and Miss Ethel Bouse, for
The prospect Is thit none of them Their maneuvers
Race,"
"Re
"Roman
or.
ueam
one
wanting
tne
reminded
mer Kansas friends.
jwlLl
wear the browns next season, lay Race," and "School of Troop on
a Mississippi steamboat, only the
Mrs.
Corhan , will go . back . to . Pueblo. ...and
McQuade and chll-- l
i , v. i uriu.
All (i mese leaiurea wert? ca- - speed was greater. The bull looK-e- d dren, ofJames
1
are in the city the
.'
""Vr.,
gentle enough before he was sad guests of Gallup,
w "'7- - tremely entertaining, the school of
Mr.
Mrs. E. W. Shep-arand
dled, but as soon as the cinch .was
"
''Tzl-l"""
to. ,.hum Is piotabiy the only one
713
of
First street. Chas.
South
!
preceeoeu
were
maneuvers
body
vairy
the
tightened
and
his
ii
about
n
m.
uill
I.
Doyle,
,.t.r,i tht
Wlnslow, Ariz., Is also a
daring cowpuncher
mounted
the guest atof the
iiialn in the citv an.! b ready to
f?m
"3
Shepard home.
.Tlh11.9'
l""1leather, he showed tne tougn materuu"
thn hti.wn on ialn next1 season. uul
The ball given by the Spanish-America- n
He
a time
ial of which he was made.
Vn
f
eXira ICMlUre.
.o.irail
of Albuquerque last
charged across the ball grounds with night atAlliance
vtowus vut
.iv
thci he li through. GaJ- Colombo hall proved to be a
he very
to ami at an times uurmn his human burden and though
ran) ko?s to Puel.lc ana luraoie nas
pleasing affair. The attendance
enough .......
to make at .1 broncho
with Kloux I the afternoon there was a constant I bucked
been tfiered a try-ow
..
. ...Ilk.
I .'111,
large and the music the best.
- .
.he.
stream of visitors to the various ex
City.
was
This
the annual ball of the Alhibits scattered through the build his BCAt and merited ithe enthusiastic liance.
ings and grounds, much Interest be applause of the spectators.
Elks' hall was crowded last night
The broncho busting events were
ing manifested In the agricultural
SWEETHEART WON
display. from the eastern portion of also a great success. Every horse when the local 'lodge held open (house
bad
proved
a
contest
In
in
the
honor of their visiting brethren
Around the tables entered
the territory.
The
- ALBUQUERQUE DERBY carrying these products the visitors, actor and on several occasions the who are attending the fair.
charged
the evening was spent in social jollity.
animails
many of whom came from tne 10 maddened
was
cavalry
Many
and how an accident
members of the Fifth
calities in which the articles on ex crowd
nrlen, were present in uniform.
hibition were" produced. crowded averted is a mystery. Mr. Ocowboy
charge
who
of
the
has
many friends in Albuquerque
of
to
pride
results
pointing
The
the
Money
with
in
Brewr'N Kid Tok First
is to be praised for provid will learn with regret the death of
their own work and talking witn events,
2:13 Puce Joe T. Flrl in
pro
wild
west
ing
so
a
excellent
Mrs. W. E. Dame, which took place
Decide from other sections of the
Runnlntr Race.
territory who were unacquainted with gram.
in a sanitarium in Michigan. Though
development
wnicn
the details have not been received
marvelous
the
The Derby Day pacing program has taken place there in the last
here, It is believed that death came
was the best of the week. Swee- year. The sheep shearing anu came CHARLIE M BELONGS
as a result of an operation.
theart, a Colorado filly, won the derby exhibits togetner witn tne siue snows
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Amlnet, promiby two lengths, from Susie Christian.
and stands also shared In the genera.!
nent people of Luna county, ure
The Bobbet third. Time 2:01
reporting
prosperity,
all
the
latter
among
ihe fair visitors in the city.
The dutance was a mile and an land office business.
Mr. Aimnet is a prosperous stock
eighth.
Inadequate.
Service
Car
Street
raiser. He says that his cattle are
The 2:13 pace. $1,000 stake race,
Owing to the fact that the crowd
looking line. The range In southern
went to Brewer's Kid, first: Daniel almost
won Luna county, where
exception
remained
M.,
without
which
horse
Charlie
the
he is ranging his
Chilly
B
third, and
J. second: Clara
program
on
race
the
$1,000
number
stake
last
the
Post
Denver
till the
cattle, Is very good.
the ClIuDer. fourth.
street
wild
Albuquerque
a
rush
for
the
yesterday,
was
an
strictly
is
there
Kiowa, owned by F. G. Peck of cars at the close of the day. Every proposition.
T. W. Hanna and Robert Sayles,
u.
He belongs to E.
Pueblo, had this race practically available
Inch of space on thee was Collins, a well known traveling shoe of Lamy, arrived in the city Wedneswon, when accident put him out of at once taken
Including
and salesman, who lives in this city, and day evening after a very interesting
the going and subsequently cost the though many waited farthe roofs
tne he wits trained by M. J. Donohue and successful trip through Tijeras
horse its life. Kiowa had won the evening for a chance to rideintoin, the and
Mr.
handled on the track yesterday cai.yon in Mr. Hannu's autocar. very
was
turning
into
first two heats and
Hanna says that the roads are
service proved painfully inaueuuaie by Arlle Frost, both of this city.
the stretch on the last lap going nnd
were obliged to walk.
This horse was taken out of a bud and considering this he thinks
stifns: and In the lead, when his left The hundreds
livery and stage men were tne surrey only a short time since and that they made good time In com'
hind leg snapped off between the beneficiaries
for
and
overflow
put
in training. He lowered Ins own ing down in two days. Mr. Hanna
of the
huff and the knee.
autocar
to expects to dispose of his
at least an hour after the program record yesterday from 2:22
T. Joe wone the four and one-haTaken altogether, the nve while In the city. lamy Is u poor
had been completed central avenue I 2::n 1
furlongs running race.
on
account
to
of
own
car
descriptions
place
a
heats of yesterday's race are said to
was alive with rigs of all
conveying the huge crowd to meir have been the fastest ever run on there being no good roads in that lo
cality.
places. Oood the loeal track.
homes ami stopping
INDIAN SCHOOL CLAIMS
nature, however, was the prevailing
The Great Western View company
tne
spite
of
in
feature of the day and
Furniture repairs. Chns. L, Kep yesterday
et of
made a complete
Inconvenience of the return the en pcler, 317-1- 0
South Second.
negatives of the floats In the parade.
by
who
those
voted
was
affair
tire
MUSICIAN
SMALLEST
Excellent pictures were secured. The
attended it as a success In every
l or iiDhoKtcrinir
ee Charles
proofs are now ready and can be
possible way.
KepH'lcr, 317-1- 9
over Zeiger s
south Second.
seen at their offices
cafe. A complete circle picture of
.
TO
CLASSIFY.
TOO
LATE
claimed
always
Early
Pills.
Take
has
DeWltt's Little
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Hunter's

Delight
Good Gun
and
Ammunition

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE GO.

Clothes for Little Men
AND YOUNG MEN

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
IS A HOBBY OF OURS

Tug-of-Wa-

i

d,
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We aim to have the choicest styles and the best display.. This
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
Our stock is at
mothers are making selection for their little men.
pre.ent teeming with the brightest and best things from the

World's

Best Maker of Edertieimer Stein & Go.
f
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1

V.

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING
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Make Yourselves at Home at

LEARNARD & LINDEMANMS
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Make Headquarters with Us -- The Busy
Corner of the City.

A. J. MALOY

rEE- OUR WINDO
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The

Leather Goods

to eet anv- thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

Our drug and prescription departments
charge of expert registered pharamacists.
N. R.

AVENUE

In

I

and VEGETABLES

3

A full line always in
slock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

a

"FEMALE"

CONTESTED

8

Watches,
dock?.

OO0OOOOOOOOOOO

LARGE

FOR

CROWDS

WANTED

DAILY

SUPREMACY

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

Jewelry,
Silverware

DELIGHT Icxjocxa

TEAM CAVALRYMEN

BALL

Diamonds,
Cot Glass,

p

J. H. O'RIELLY DRUG COMPANY

.

g

always

mmM b i ell

PALACE
CENTRAL

Out Glass and Hand Painted China
Toilet Articles
The Pinest Line of Box Candy in the City

Beautiful

rAa.ce

PAGE FIVE.
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21 A Central Avenue

CITIZEK.

EVERITT

FAIR VISITORS

E

EVENING

TO RIDE FIGHTING

THE BIG GAS

j;

THE

ATTRACTS

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST I

FLIES

ALBERT FABER'S I

BIG

Traveling Men Revolutionized In Thursday'sManeuversThey
Excelled Anything HeretoMatters at Fair Grounds
fore Seen.
Thursday Afternoon.
GetsOrthograpny Little Mixed. Price Reduced "to 25 Cents
a
cxxxxxxx
But Had the Nerve and
For the Remainder of
The feats of K and I troops at the,
Xot content with crowding two or-

XX3

CooRir&g'
Strictly at
UQ

Columbus
Hotel
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

MADAM
STEWARD-LAM-

B

210 South Second

Exclusive Millinery
JUNE

SOAP MAN SAYS

ALBUQUERQUE IS

All

RIGHT

Tou Albuquerque people are
pet her too tnodeat; you don't naif
Appreciate what a flourishing community 1Mb is and what a splendid
city you have here. Everywhere I go
In the southwest I hear 'Albuquerque spoken of in the most flowing
term of praise that is, everywhere
but right here In the city Itself,"
remarked Francis L Le, the genial
representative of the Mexican Amole
Koap company of Peoria, 111., who
is a frequent visitor to the city.
"Xaturally I like this place because my house does a good buslne
here, but even if I never sold a dollar's worth of goods I would Rtick
up for Albuquerque! It is really a
beautiful place and progressive in a
degree all out of proportion to its
size.
It la the most metropolitan
city of Its size In 'the whole country, I believe, 'without a doubt."
Mr. Lee is en route for the City
of Mexico after having recently completed a trip through Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee and Colorado. He
is well known in this section of the
country as the "Amole Man" and
the volume of business he daily
transacts for his house caused many
a "knight of the road" at the traveling men's convention, held here
yesterday, to turn art emerald hue
with envy. iMr. Lee Is here on business, but he timed his trip so as to
be present at the traveling men's
convention where he could meet the
boys, many of whom he has known
for years.
Amole soap, such as is manufactured by the Mexican Amole Soap
company. Is made of the roots of
the yucca plant in combination with
pure vegetable oils. Hy reason of
the excellent quality of the goods It
has attained an enormous popularity
throughout this and foreign countries and has taken the highest
at various International
premiums
mall beginexpositions. From a
ning at Las Cruces for the firm
started up its business in this territory the business has increased
many hundred fold. In the last two
years the business of the firm has
doubled and the factory has been
taxed to the utmost to fill Its orders.
It Is perhaps not generally known
hat Amole soap Is used exclusively
on the frianta Fe railroad on all its
lines from Jalveton. Tex., to Point
to El
Richmond. Cal.; from Chicago
Thousands of gross of the
Paso.
soap Is used by this one railroad
the
alone. The principal product ofmany
company is toilet soaps of
kinds, hut shampoo and shaving
soaps are also manufactured ami
sold In enormous quantities.
al--

U

dinarily strenuous dr.;i' work into
the short space of a couple of hours
yesterday morning,
when they esCurry
to their
corted Governor
headquarters,
organized their association, hot footed across lots to Join
the big parade and Indulged in a
big dinner, the ubiquitous traveling
men, pining for relief from threatyesterday
ennul,
afternoon
ened
adde dto the gaiety of the nation
with a baseball game at the fair
grounds which, while not on the official program, took the grand stand
by storm and for a time demoralized the attention of the crowds to the
otlher events.
Revolutionizing Vll rules and precedents of baseball lore at one fell
swoop, the game was started with
Louis Mcllvane, a blue blooded blue
gras knight as umpire and no star
of the iJj? leagues ever crowded into
so few short innings so many unique and interesting decisions. Clad
in a lady's shirt waist once white
and a glaring red skirt and shouldering an Immense army .musket, he
bid defiance to the fans, and when
he announced a man safe who had
been caught In the field and beaten
to ilrst the silence of the knockers
on the bleachers was oppressive.
They Were "Females."
The competing teams which had
been picked with an eye to special
fitness in being absolutely Innocent
of ball playing training, were garbed
in alleged female habllaments of all
the variegated hues of the rainbow.
Some of the hip lines did not show
very careful work on the part f the
modiste who modeled the costumes,
but the effect was stunning and
moreover "stylish" and 'but for the
weakness of some of the players in
indulging in I long black perfectos
during the game, the illuslwn would
bjpvebeen declared almost perfect
by a blind man.
The tendency of
the dainty llule tofiue hats to dangle under the players' chins caused
some embarrassment
and
the hot
afternoon sun soon lent a rosy hue
to some of the cranium more thinly blessed with hirsute coverings.
While the game was at its height
and the umrire was loyally endeavoring to All all bases by giving bases
on one ball, the megaphone
from
the judge's
Mand
startled the
grand isPini witli th announcement
that the game was called "on account of darkness."
The audience
blinked and looked again, but the
was
llnnl and the
announcement
traveling men were fckidoolng for
down town to Join in a caucus to
plan a few little s:ii!its for today.

KIDS HAVE GIG
FAIR

OF THEIR

OWN

the south end of the
Highlands Is a neighborhood where
the stork has "race suicide" beat so
bad that on Saturday's and after
school hours the vacant lots fairly
sprout young hopefuls. During fair
week some of the various mammas
have formed a compact and the edict
has gone forth thut there is to be no
loitering on the way home from
school, with a possible opportunity
to spend a furtive half hour among
and
the delights of the carnival
crowds down town. Consequently It
has been a somewhat crestfallen
rabble that has gathered at the usual
evenings.
rendesvouz the last few
Yesterday one of the lads was smitten with an inspiration, and inspirations In the south end are transwith startling
mitted Into action
quicknoH. Two burros and a decrepit
family nag were the first requisitions.
A number of Navajo blankets and
some cockerel feathers came next.
Next a half dozen gunny sacks then
the family lawn sprinkling hose. In
thirty minutes a rival twenty-sevent- h
annual New .Mexico fair was in progress. The family nag was forced to
accept a handicap frmn the burros
in the 2:20 trot, but the sack race,
the squaw race and the superb production of lighting the llames in a
defunct dry goods box came olt
without a hitch. A Citizen reporter,
who was passing, stopped to watch
the exciting events.
"Aw. go on," commented a
"yuh ain't got
no ticket to this fair."
"lint I'm a reporter," weakly reHani Tillies in Kansas'.
the young man.
The old days of grasshoppers and sponded
"Well, yuh can stay If you'll be
drouth are almost forgotten In the
give
alto
sure
us a good write up."
today;
prosperous Kansas of
Earl
though a citizen of Codell,
Shamburg, has not yet forgotten a
hard tim he encountered. He says: LOCAL NAVAJOS ARE
"I was worn out and discouraged by
coughing night and day, and could
find no relief till I tried Dr. King's
DOING THE HONORS
New Discovery. It took less than
one bottle to completely cure me."
The safest and most reliable cough
cure and lung and throat healer ever
Tom and Elle of Canado, and the
discovered. Guaranteed by all deale- other
members of the Navajo con.
60c and $100. Trial botUe
r-'.
tingent
at the Harvey curio rooms
o
Acare busy people thee days.
cording
to Navajo etiquette, as per"
XOTICK.
manent citizens of metropolitan Al
buquerque, it is up to them to do
THK AMirorutQi'K TAN CIA
the glad host act to the big bunch
AITO CO. 11 S
Navajos brought here by the fair
Its
of
IITK
MA1K JIH A1QUA
management for the Indian event
M'KIXGKK
Till-- :
WITH
and Tom and Elle and the rest are
TlUNbKKK CO. AT 16 CiOI.lt
doing It. The Montezuma ball and
WILL M .I.L TIC Ai:., WHO
UKCFJVK AN It HAN- -the dozen other functions of the
KCTS,
;
AN It Ki ItDI.I-KXPKfcivS
week (have exhibited Che paleface
INFORM AXIOM
idea of social eclat, but the Navajos
ANY
NIHII
oif
KKLAT1VH
TO
minus the hampering
full
1FMRK1
f HATKS. NCHFAtl'I.K, FTC.
dress are having a few little fiestas
c
own.
u
of their
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Down

In

tow-head-

fair grounds eclipsed all previous
events of the week. The thousands
the Money.
of people gathered to witness the
games,
race.', base ball
bronco busting and cavalry
were
maneuvers.
"Alnt dat b'loon gwlne to descend
simply astounded at the during ex- today?"
hibitions of horsemanship given by
For half an hour yesterday a midthe boys on the war horses.
The Roman race. In which one dle aged colored woman, clad in
blue calico, sidled about the
faded
trooper rides two horses, one foot on
each, was the most exciting event of crowd which gathered to watch the
Rlondln's big
the day. There were six entries In Inllatlng of Aeronaut
this race and several heats were run balloon near the gas works at the
avenue
yesterday.
Silver
foot
of
East
before the race was won by Michael
Her impatience at the delay In startRurkhart, who .bears the reputation ing
the big airship heavenward was
of being one of the best horsemen In
the regiment. The distance run in manifested by sundry remarks, much
to
amusement of the bystanders.
the
this event was a quarter of a mile
Manager Hubbs appeared on
and In the half minute and let-- that Finally
scene,
his
and fhe overheard
It took the contestants to cover the the
that the balloon would not
remark
ground, the spectators gazed with
ready
today.
be
until
"descend"
to
upon
on
wonder
the fearless riders
disappointed countenance she
the plunging animals. Had a rider With a away,
exhibiting a 60 cent
lost his risky footing on a horse's turned
piece
tightly
clutched in her palm.
back ho would have fallen between
his team and have been trampled to
"I suah did want to make dat desdeath in an instant, but no rider lost cent."
his footing and no one was injured.
She was told to come back today.
Jack Uverman came in second in
the Roman race. The other contestPayne,1
ants were Robert
Frantz, BLONDIN WILL MAKE
Henry and McClaln.
between
The mounted
picked teams of the two troops was
ASCENSION SATURDAY
the next military event and was won
by the K troop team In less than two
minutes.
Itcttcr Tlinn a Circus.
Tomorrow at noon Aeronaut Blon-di- n
The riding school exhibition of the
will give an exhibition flight in
A
troopers was another surprise.
troop mounted on bareback horses his balloon from, the premises of the
gas plant on East SilAlbuquerque
stand.
appeared before the grand
avenue. Owing to the small liftFirst In single file they executed a ver
gas with
number of beautiful figures and then ing power of illuminating
which the balloon is filled, it has
the feats of mounting and dismountpascarry
Impossible
to
been
found
ing while the horses were on the run
began. Next the troop gave an ex- sengers. By reason of the breakdown
gas
generating
the 'hydrogen
hibition of acrobatic stunts on and of
who
stood still plant at the fair grounds Aeronaut
off the animals
to complete
through it all. The nimble troopers Rlondin was compelled
the inflation of the big bag at the
turned aomersaultsi over the horses' city
On account of the
heads, mounted and dismounted lrf a qualitygasofworks.
gas he will not attempt to
ways
and
dozen difficult and different
break any balloon flight records, but
did it as easily as rolling off a log. 'will
merely give an exhibition flight.
In
the
Not a trooper took part
will be made promptThe
events but could easily give a better ly ascension
at 12 o'clock.
performance than the average circus
rider.
From 1:30 until 3.30 tomorrow
afternoon all cars will run from
THE HOLLINGSWDRTH TWINS First street to Traction park only.
tug-of-w- ar

BICYCLES

"Fighting the Flames"
will
be
seen tt 7:30 tonight in the big enclosure at .First and Central,
and
four times during the evening the

lbs fancy creamery butter
lbs of fresh ginger snaps
,
lbs of soda orckers
pkgs Bromangelon
Corn starch, .per lb pkg
grade of jam
listtc
3 glasses of jelly
Chow Crow, per bottle...
Eagle milk, per can
2 cans of clams
2 cans of corn beef
3 cans of 10c grade sardines.
THE MAZE.
Vm. Klcke, Proprietor.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

MeaU at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobster
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under Savoy Hotel
C E. SUNTAAGG, Ptopiitiot
LOMMDRI & COMPANY

65c
1

Bo

...25c

25c
6c

First Class Groceries and Meats

I

luc

...

321 South Second

Where to Dixie Well

SALK.

2
2
4
3

ond

F. S. HOPPING

ooaxxxoocxxxxxxxxxxx

city will "burn up" for the pleasure
of the big audiences which flock ito
see the spectacle of a reproduction
of a city street with its usual evening attractions including "the little
Gorman band" ani the shooting of
a policeman and other incidents of
like nature. The price has been reduced to 25 cents for .the rest of
the week. The rube with his comical proclivities and the Irish policeman get in their work until the Are
is discovered and the subsequent explosions make things exciting. The
speeding engines
and other rtre
equipment, Hhrill Whistles and other
features keep things on the move
until the Are Is declared "out."
The whole scene Is striking and
as near a reproduction of a real city
blaze as could be arranged.
There
is the element
of excitement, engendered by ithe sweeping flames and
the heavy explosions, that accompany the ordinary fire.
The work of the prize winning
fire team, Pat and Con, In making
hitches and running through loops
of fire Is commendable.
SIMXIAIj
n SATURDAY'S

Hand Repairing. Danv
aged Tires Vulcanized Good as New.
New-Sec-

the Week.

.... Staab Building

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

Imported Olive Oil

25c
8c
15c
25c
25c
25c

323 South Second Phono 791

,

BAYARD

1j.L

lT"in.

E. MAHARAM'S
SIB West Central

Avenue

Pltono 741.

8

Change

Bill

AND WMb
Every garment guaranteed
Clean Light Durable
Slickers 3??
Suits '3

ir mr otMfi irftrwnin
IATAL04 'Ml mi Tut
joiD

and a half ago, by Associate Justice
W. 11. Pope, and who
was then
brought to the territorial penitentiary
for safe keeping pending the result
of an appeal in his case to the territorial supreme court, hag commenced
the serving of a life centence. the territorial supreme court having affirmed tht decision of the lower court In

Cor. Gold Ave. & Is! St.

Each Night

OILED SUITS. SLICKERS

trict court of that county one year

a

Reliable

Painless

Dentist

f

91.50 up V"
$ mfk

Extracting..

. Wo

ALL. WORK AnsOI.UTELY.
AN TEED.

tI'fl

GVAIb.

Work well done no delay
At prices you can surely pay.
Examination Free.
State your plan and he will tit it
West Central Ave.
At Yanow's And you'll be glad

j

Santa Fe. N. M Oct. 11. Elmer
L. Price, of Roosevelt county, who
was tried, convicted and sentenced
on indictment for murder In the dis-

REASON WHY Consult

A

OPTICIAN Fair Signs and Decorations
The . . .
ABSOLUTELY CORRECT TIT
GUARANTEED
Hollingsworth Ill
that
"STACY DID IT"
. . Twins piiSeiiacel

HERE

HIS LIFE TERM

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

te

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
The Central

MADE

eae,

Have Ycur eye Troublta
Correcttd by

Own Company

BEGINS

2

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

Monday,

Seats at Matson's

tils

FAIR

You should see the new and
stock of goods Full Set of Teeth
elegant
Gold Filllnf
at
Gold Crown

La Belle Marie

..

THE BIG

THERE IS

OPENINS PLAY
Dick Canter, of
First Sergeant
Fort iiayard, N. M., arrived in the
city 1;lsI night and will spend the remainder of the week taking in the
Mergeant
fair and visiting friends.
Carter, who has been an Inmate of
the Fort liayard sanitarium for the
past eiglit years under the treat- Popular Prices: 15, 25, and 35c.
ment of Major Rushner, was formerly with the Sixth U. 8. infantry,
located for a number of years at
.Sergeant
Fort Thomas, Kentucky.
was
with his regiment
Carter
war
through the Spanish-America- n
and participated In the fierce fight-- 1
ing from the 'landing point at El
Caney and all through the siege and
FOR
fall of Santiago. His regiment was
one of those to receive the brunt of
SERVICE
the lighting In the trenches before'
and guaranteed
the beleaguered city and the men
saw much hardship
and exposure.
absolutely
Serto
his
states
the
return
After
WATERPROOF
geant Carter was stricken with a se- vere siege of sickness which necesto Fort
sitated his being detailed
Ruyard for treatment.

CONVICT

AT

One Week Commencing

October

CARTER. OF

TORT

1--

WHILE

ELKS THEATER

The next attraction at the Elks'
Is the Hollingsworth
Twins
Own company, which commences a
engagement
Monday night,
week's
October 14th.
The Twins are at the head of their
own company this time and they are
presenting an entire line of new comedies and dramas.
The supporting company Is stronger than ev.--. MY. Lawrence Peyton
Is the new leading man and Wallie
Stephens, the comedian.
The papers of Albuquerque said:
"The Hollingsworth Twins company
Is the best popular price show ever
on their previous
in Albuquerque,"
visit and the company is as good
now, if not better than before.
The opening play Monday night
is "La Helle Marie," with Maud Hollingsworth playing the double characters of Jean lnglesldes and La
Hollingsworth
Helle Marie. Myrtle
has the part of Stubbs. the oftlee boy,
the comedy part of the piece.
La Helle Marie Monday night, October 14th. Elks' theater.

theater

SERGEANT

Cycle
Co.
Inwley
208
XVet Gold

JTST TAKE A PEEP INTO OTO
WINDOWS. "THE AHC1I FRONT,"
115 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

. j .r.

CO

f

u
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ALBUQUERQUE.

1

I

Seasonable Fruits and
Vegetables.
Imported
LUCOA OLIVE OIL

THE LARGEST
House in the

Visitors

EXCLUSIVE

WHOLESALE D3YG000S
We Cordially Invite ail
to Call and Examine Our Stock

Southwest.
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The Celebrated Askew

I:ircjii,
Mattucei
lJrc jpriut
Tljormi Rhon 0 f
t-

021-1- 4

W.

See

SCHUTT'S CANDY

Pure and Frculi made every day, 50c. AOc,
Ioe ream and Sotla Water

75c

pound.

Our Saddles and Harness

Before You Buy. Leather
Their

TOUCHES THE SPOT

SCHUTT CANDY CO.

1

r

Grocery Company
GROCERIES

MEXICO

Grunsfeld's Navajo Wool Yarn,
Grunsfeld's Famous Dyes
)
Buell Woolen Mills
r
rtObes
and
Standard Woolen Mills
)
Pendleton Woolen Mills
Blankets

champion!
Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy

NEW

SOLE AGENTS
Towers Celebrated Fith Brand Slickers,

g

Owen Dinsdall, l'rop.

DRS. OOPP and PETTTT.
13. N. T. ARM! JO BLiDCL

ROOM

GRUNSFELD BROS.

I

Cleanest Rooms In the City
x

S25 Sou til 2nd St.

219 South Second St.

Findings.
Thcs. F. Keleher

and

Prices Right
408 West Central

Ave.
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PACK SIX.

CATRON 'S

TALK

TO THE WOOL

policy of leaning the public range of the wool.
Wo believe that these people should
Will Iteduce ITIee.
be treated as the people heretofore
"If vou sllow the tariff to be re
In the United States have been treatmoved from wool and you reduce
ed, since our government was form our wool to that price, then you
ed. All nf the territories to the east have got to add to the value of the
of us were turned loose to the peo wool, or take from the value of the
ple and occupied from the time of wool rtlther, the transjwirtatlon from

EVEITLNa

CITIZEV

the gentleman
manufacturer,
who
would be glad to have the entire tariff tnken off of wool; he doesn't care
whether this country progresses or
not, he doesn't care whether you
produce a pound of wool or not.
The three hundred million pounds
which we produce taken from the
total product of wool leaves two billion, three hundred million pounds
of wool of the outside world.
the duty from wool and you
would (be thrown on a market of not
exceeding 7 cents a pound, and they
will manufacture it Into cloth and
sell It back to you and you pay for
that at no reduced price. They will
make their combinations
when we
have no protection. With you down
here, they put whatever price they
please on the manufactured article,
you will still have to pay for the
product as much as you paid and
probably more.
One Experience.
"We had experience In that, once
with reference to railroad Iron, the
tariff was taken off of It In the years
gone by and Iron went down from
about (70 per ton in a year to alevery manufactory
most nothing;
closed up. every rolling mill stopped,
every Iron mine stopped, every employe was thrown out of employment; In less than 18 months Iron
which had been selling at $70 a ton
at that time, having been reduced
to about 120 a ton. was raised up
to $150 a ton, our people had to pay
the price until we could get congress
together and change the law, and
that is exactly what we will have to
do as to your wool, your wool will
go down and you will stop raising
sheep. It will no more be profitable
In the United States, then Australia.
Russia, Asia, with their cheap labor
and millions of tracts of land for
upon which never
herding sheep
costs a cent, because It never costs
a cent In Australia, the Argentine
Republic, and in Russia, they do not
have to pay for the pasturage of the
sheep, and if you let this be placed
upon you you will notice the price
of wool goods raised, if you allow
the tariff to be taken oft of wool you
are last, while we get a certain price
for wool today. If the duty is taken
off, soon it will
be much lower.
Everything is combining in Europe
today. It was my fortune while in
london to go into a manufacturing
establishment and I asked the prices
of certain woolen articles, and they
told me If I was going to take It
to the United tfates, they would
charge me so much more, the fact
is they said
we won't sell It to
you, get It from our agents In the
United States and I ?ald 'I'll go to
Ciermany and buy It.' and he said,
'You can't do It. We can in 18 hours
combine every woolen goods establishment In Europe." That is the
way the woolen men do; we sell to
them the wool and then we can't
buy the cloth, except at combination

or this government here to the Atlantic ocean, wnicn
the formation
will be two and a half cents a pound
down to tho present time.
probably, so that you will never be
Will bo rroteeted.
get exceeding six or seven
"If people want t go upon this able toa pound
for the best wool.
land as settlers they arc invited to cents
you
And
reduce the value of sheep
come there by the government, they from
a half to five doland
three
are lnured by trie government that lars per head down
60 cents and
they will receive i ctectlon while 75 cents per head. toYour
will
they remain there, laws were given become so valueless that itwool
will not
to them by the government and they pay you for shearing it, baling
and
were left to take up these lands and hauling to market.
The result will
they were .left to use them as they be
Industry
your
wool
entire
One of Strongest And Most pleased solely, paying the govern will that
You must keep the
be ruined.
ment In obtaining title to same, ana
on wool, you will do it. because
it has been thus with tili of the pub- tariff
Eloquent Addresses Delivtoday Is a propower
party
in
the
lic lands from Ihe Allfhaney mountective party, the party which besay
tains,
Atlantic
I'll
from
yej
the
ered at Convention.
lieves In protecting all of the Indusocean, to New Mexico; all these have tries,
of all of the entire people In
been absorbed by the people and the United
it doesn't believe
occupied by them as homesteaders in Injuring States;
anything, it helieves In
The upeech of Hon. T. B. Catron preemptors. The people are taking protecting Iron,
cotton,
hides, it bemaa on of the features of the Wool up the public lands for domestic use
lieves in proteetng the mnerals extiro wens' convention this week, and or as homesteaders, their possession cept
the precious minerals, which
It a ffreeted with (Treat applause. you have got to meet; theirs is a
Mr. Catron is one of the most fluent possession that In time will be most have the same value all over the
regardles of protection.
world
ralora in New Mexico and his Ideas
There are 78.000,000 acres
mure, advanced in such a remarkably serious.
Not a I'ollleal Bpccli.
in New Mexico,
of
of
land
these
fcrorK manner that they won the about 13.000.000 belong to the railam
"I
here to make a politittearty approval if the big audience. road and other grants and have cal speech,not but
the politics must
The speech Is as follows:
public domain; about come In order to show you the ef- ceased to -I
4.000.000 h- r been taken up by set- rect, look at the parties and see
Mr. Catron's Speech.
which one has done the most pro"Mr. president, gentlemen of the tlers leavi.. , still over ro 60,000.000
acres
the pub- tecting, we have the experiences of
of Jand belonging
Orowera' association and
two parties before us.
During the
citizens, tihere la no more Jaud-bl- e lic.
"Then there is the proposed lease last term of President Cleveland, his
object; there is nothing better law.
party,
being
power,
an
be
would
in
law
The lease
took the enooild have been done than that you
tire duty off of wool. One annual
should have formed this association outrage on you, It would sonot be message
frame
unless they will
President
Cleveland pre
to look after your own Interest and adopted,
will have sented, said not a single word about
welfare of the sheep producers, If It that en.cn one of you
to
proportion
except
anything
use
wool, and
In
the
land
else
the
of
about
you had not done It no one else
what sheep you have, and each of In that he Insisted that the entire
would nave done It for you. Every your
duty should be removed; and consheep be protected In it.
4ndutry In the United States has
gress took the entire duty off of
Tlx- - Icaso Law.
taken rteps to look after its own
wool.
'the consequence was that
welfare, basing their actions upon
will he a most difficult law to wool
"It
was worth four cents a pound
the ground that thene associations draft and put tn force so that it and sheep
could be bought at fifty
nave their welfare and best Inter- will not
an outrage upon your
seventy-liv- e
cents a head In
est at heart and are the beat able rights. Ifwork
you take the lease or the and
territory, and the same else
to look after them. It is very im- government makes the lease, It this
portant to increase your association must give the man the right to hold where.
Three Classes.
to add Intensity to it and bring it be- the property
leases to him
which
"You will take into consideration
fore ahe whole people who are inter- and protect him in itthe use of that here
wool is now placed in the
ested as sheep growers. Tou should property, it fixes things so nobody tariff that
classes, first class. Is
take Into your fold and Into your as- can get the range, because they a kindin ofthree
fine wool that Is used to
sociation, every man who owns any must give him the privilege of fencproduce certain goods, certain class
heep or (who is
In wool ing it in, and If he permits a nan to
of cloth requiring long fiber; that
or producing wool, Interested
you should build go inside of the fence so it cm be es
pays
class
cents a pound duty.
ap this protection and
you should homesteaded,
destroy
lie All duties on12foreign
ft
then
wool add to the
toava in every portion of the terri- value of the lease. If you don't
or
our wool, (second class wool
value
tory people who will take an inter-e- mit him to go there, then you i
produced
In
territory. It Is
is
this
in the
of the wool grow- Immigration entirely, you shut it i , ,
or manno kind and mixed
er and the affairs
eheep raiser, to work for We want Immigration to come I , : wools
marlno and such as pays 11 cents a
the association.
It has started to come to this tcduty. This is wool that is
tory; during the last twenty month. pound only
Territory's Greatest Industry.
worth
about 6 cents In Aus
twenty
thousand
homestead
claims
"It iaa been said here that this is nave been tiled in different land offi- tralia, your wool will be worth 17
the largest industry in
you
cents
add whatever duty
this
ces in this territory, at the rate of Koes onwhen
is doubtless true at thisterritory:
that
It when it Is Imported into
present one thousand
an this country.
on
each
month
tune, while .we don't
only Is it to your
want the inter- average; and nine-tentthis Interest to see Not
ests of the wool grower
that that tariff is
to fall back- homesteadlng at least Is byofpeople
ward, we want the other
kept
on
so
wool
that
the price of
interests from outside
territory, so
of
to grow forward. There are
and sheep will be maintained rates.
other that the eighteen the
thousand home- wool
Interests which ahould pass yours,
In this country.
It is no less to
the tariff ever be removsteaders from outside of
terriwhile not injuring you.
interest to keep up with what ed "Should
We have tory, means an increase In the
or reduced my advice Is to look
your pop- your
large mining interests; the
on
Is
men
going
by
to
who
want
the
moun- ulation of seventy-tw- o
peo
for yourself anft get your money
tains of .New Mexico are full of min- ple during a period thousand
reduce the tariff, you must have out
out of your sheep as soon as possible
of twenty your
eral wealBh and our valleys
representatives
there, because
have
put your wool on the market
growth that we are now you will find
placer diggings
these fellows from the and
are large and we months This
immigration is coming east there.
nave a desire to.timt
have progress. We having.
like the waves
hope the mineral wealth and other In as a regular tide, upon
"Vou will find two classes of them,
(Continued on Page Seven.)
the ocean rolling
the Bhore.
Interest
of the territory will pro-rS- " of "They
not
have
reached
this por
n wealLn
producing
power
of the territory in great quan'
hPe yU may lncrcase tion
tities .yet, but they are coming along
yours.
tne
eastern
border, tno lands in tnat
Jacob's Sheep.
being taken up by them, It
t 'This
sheep producing industry Is section
is there where tne sheep herder la
tflie oldest industry In the world. We meeting
this class of people. They
jare told In the Bible that
was
Jacob
are
of people that we want,
sheep herder; that he herded we a class
asheep
t want to turn them back.
for his father In law and that We don
want
territory left open, we
this
.i. L
he .made a vprv sham
every root or land open to
on one occasion fcy want
" father-in-laana winen they don t occupy
which he proceeded to procure all tnem,
it we want the cattle raiser, we want
of the jIck of his father-in-law- 's
sheep
the
herder and we want the
v. v.
KuPf r the manner in u
jij
of this territory to occupy
it is a lost art; it is told that he resident
use
and
it for home benefit and
ucceeaea in cnanging the color of it
welfare.
all the young shee,p; that
he
made
is All 1 light.
Governor
a contract with his ifather-in-lataking care of .the sheep on for
"As to the governor it does not
the
shares, that he should have all the need .me to say anything to you, for
flock that should have stripes on you to know that your Interests are
ttiam, and he made them all come in good hands while they rest with
out that way.
him. You know from the gover
"I have often thought that a bad nor'g expressions that he will not al
low you to be interfered with In the
translation
in the Bible, tw...
that they
.
hAVA
: must
use of the public lands If he can
talllnv
"
ttui.ut Buais, help
that they couldn't
change
it. It might be that the pub
sheep
that
.
.. ..
. .
9
hut
Wav
" j "mi. it. viioj .uui, me art lie lands can be more beneficially
which Jacob possessed
has been long used than for the grazing industry
since lost. Passing
on we must that the public domain can be used
come down to the present time pracmore for the general welfare of the
tices of the sheep Industry in the people of the territory. All of those
who are coming herS for the pur
"The aheep product In the United pose or taking up the public land
nuiiws amounts to aoout three hun and opening it and living there on
Ored million pounds, that is,
the It as fellow citizens, is what we
wool amounts to tihat; the number want. Now, you have got to look
of sheep is between forty and fifty, out for your interests.
You can't
million hnnH
-.
Thora
turn that homesteader
back, you
..v.u ia (1U.. iLI I.Ui Ul
Into the United States from foreign donl want to turn him back, you
countries, about two hundred million want him to come, but you have got
pounds of wool; so that we produce to looK out as to your own lauds mat
.abOUt
. .... nf. iha
three fiftha
. they are reserved to you, to that cer
...w ,nrn.lnt
b
'. V
wool which we consume; we export tain extent, you have it within your
no wool except about five million power, you should have the herders
pounds from the United (States to and members of your family and
i"it7igu uuuiiLrirs, we consume 11 all every one you can induce to go out
upon this land and occupy It as
iici r.
Up-to-Da- tc
bona fide homesteaders,
let them
o, j.f n. . in take It up, let them be people who
THhe AnllrA ti ri
tiie world in the year of 1S06 was will be interested with you in your
m uinion, six nunareu mil welfare wltnout making any bar
lion pounds. Of that amount we nra gain, without determining what will
duced less than
while be done in the end. Get your friends
we consume one-fifpart of It. We upon this land, reach more of your
are the great consumers of the world people get tnem out or the towns
in
naiever inausiry
it maya be, I into thE country and get them to oc
u i era
m
lhAltVfr
tnim
cupy these places, it is only looking
brought before the public for use out ror your interests
and wellare
nivitilA tiua m rn I h i don't wait until they are all occupied,
the AmoHi-inany other people per man, and this don't wait until you are driven out,
U rtiown, that while
possess because, while we like for the
we
A.hrillf uHL'Atirv.lh'a
million rw alirhlv stranger to come, we know that he
mUJjlion people in the United States doesn't come with the best of feelWe do
me one miuon, ne nunurea ings toward the territory.
"hi
inillUu HHile of the world, or about know, however, that he is going to
. ewuem
nor uie population o come and get an interest with us,
whole world, .1yet lake
the
and we know that we have got to
the iten
. .
I f
t know and become acquainted
1.
...
Uil.il
nl..l.u1. IH I
.
....... U.I
with
U0G Villi- - 111
of ihw entire product," that Is to say him and he has got to become acquainted with our people and invi
vn mill
as iiiUUil W Mill
the man as all the other people of terested in their progress.
one world use to me man.
Must bo Friendly.
IVmiiiiiiuini utiil liiiiiltwiiiii
"But we do not want people to
"We are consumers and we are come
here not friendly to the naproducers, antl triereiore, we mu st tive sheep
herder and ranchman;
('.mil Hri
Jitnk nflrtr our unlfurd
we do not want the newcomer to
ain alone and her colonies, produc crowd
out the native people of this
HiV million pounds of wool
eaol
territory whose ancestors came here'
1. n,iii Kl in
A ii,.n i n
u hliVfur
whose
bones now lie bleaching
and
h
less than
of our
the plains of the west on account
primueA lurett on
aira in iriinujy,
having
to
meet the most savage
of
niiiidreo and seventy million pound
of wool each year. Kussia, in Ku foe that ever opposed civilization.
Tariff on Wool.
rope and Asia including l'olaiiil
"Oenilemen, there is a thing to
usuiily produces about four hun
tired and forty million pounds o which the governor and all of the
other speakers called your attention
wool each year, while we produc
only about three hundred
nullio and which I think you ought to
u ru fitiirtl. In Ihu rmil
iiiiiii.lui
take greatly to heart. The value of
of oroducers of wool and tlrti in your wool. The value of your sheep
entirely uion Improving the
ox
toe rana
tite ttiiiount ui nuui depends
grade of sheep and wool and upon
UHltil.
up
the rate of tariff. There
The result of this is that while keeping
on through
other countries caji export their is a great agitatiiMi.Newgoing
Kngland states
wool and sell it to us and take back the east, In the
ocean which have
the .money far it to their countries, along the Atlantic
we are not ablo to export wool and established large wool manufactur-ies- ;
they don't want a tarirt on wool,
tiring back money from the country us a return from it; but this is they are rtgluing analiit it; but their
party is in power. They would rathbetter for us if we take care of our er
get wool at the Atlantic coast hy
industries. To do that, we have got
to look after legislation, we iliave got water from Australia, from Hussia
at seven
to look lifter the sheep, t lie in selves, and other foreign countries yours
at
ee that they don't deteriorate in cents a pound than to buy
iiualily or value. we have got to 17 and 18 cents a pound. I have had
wool
large
look after our ranches and get the correspondence with a
establishment at i'hlladol-phlvalue of our wool and the vulue of carding
they informed me that wool
our sheep.
lu.ii be bought from 5 to 6 cents a
Tin" llaugo.
cent
"Vow. as to the range, something pound in foreign markets, and a shipby the governor of and one quarter a pound for
(has been said
by the ping and expenses of transporting
this territory and something
308-31- 0
of this association, and to the United States, warehousing
' rrelde.nt
n
Included, so that it could be laid
you
an
able
Mr. iBursum made
on this one question. You down here without tariff, sat all of
7 and
cents a
must .prepare to keep the ranges for the way from 5. , upon
the quality
your blieep. We doti't believe la the pound, depending
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WITH AMPIM MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSCnrASSKD

BANK OF COMMERCE if ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

k.

GROWERS
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tel-Jo-
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPEH AOCOMMODATIOJC
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

$150,000.00

Offlorra and Directors:
LUNA, President.

SOLOMON
V. S. STRICKLER,
Vice

V.

President nd CanliW.

J.

WILLIAM MctNTOSII,

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. SLACK WELL

A

Boy's

5

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
NEW MEXICO

A. LBUQUEHQUK

Overcoat
the mote substantial garment
made. It's warm and comfortable; carefully tailored, and
strengthened to withstand hard
wear.
The happiest, best appearing bort
are those who wear "Wearbetter"
garments, because they know they
are well dressed.
We have many different styles
of these overcoats on display. We
can fit your boy accurately in a
dressy garment at a very reasonable price.

$4.00 to $10.00
Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co.
Clothing Department

J. JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier.
O. BALDRIDGE,

capital asd surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVIN

ON

1

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

ornemm

MEW MEXICO

and oiitmcTOR

JOSHUA . RATNOkM
M. W. FTOtTRNOY
FRANK HcKU
X. A. FROST
H. V. JtAYNOLDi

u.

PrcaldMt
.Vic prMldeal

.

CuUI

Aaalatant Caahlar

...Director

DKPoeiTotir

fEM.Mt.M
AnthorlMd Capital
$2M,S0O.M
Paid Up Capital, Snrplna and Proflta
Depository f.r Alchlaoa, Topcka k Santa F iteilway Company

w

WHEN YOU WANT)

MONEY

w

'hn

V.

i

1

CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

TTVJ

V.

V.

W

one-eight- h,

th

WE HAVE ON EXHIBIT

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Furniture for the
All Latest and Most
Parlor, Library, Den, Dining Room, Bed Room
or Office.
dt
&

Wholesale Grocers

Carpets

Draperies

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Body Brussels
Tapestry Brussels

Lace Curtains
Portieres
Lamberequins
Panels
Upholstry Goods
Velours

Wool, Hade and Pelt Dealers

11

1

-i

k

1

I

1 .

1

n--

1

Axminister
Royal Wilton
Velvet
Ingrains

-

I

potu-esiK-- a

.

one-sixt-

u.--

Come In and See US
Our Prices Are the Lowest.

Everything Handled in Carload Lots

a,

;

ad--re-

ALBERT FABER
West Central Ave.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD KELIABLX.'

ESTABLISHED

1171.

L. B. PUTNEY

I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie, th. larg.st and Mort Xxcluslv. Stock of Stacl. Qroc.rl.
la ta. Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N. It.

RAILROAD AVINUB.

0000Xi000Of0000
Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes

th.

.d.tle. lighter, tbeoareales.
and the worries fewer.
TOD NE1

telephone
The
preserves
yoor health, prolong y.or Ufa
and protects yoor home,

A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

FRIDAY.

OCTOBER-

-

11,

'ALBUQUERQUE

107.

CATRON'S

ft

GROWERS

120 Gold Avanua

Week of October 7
DELMAS and MARTINETTE
Novelty Artists.

ILLUSTRATED SO NO 8
MOLLY THOMPSON
The Dutch. Girl.
of

LaBORD and RYERSON
Singing and Dancing.

NEW MOTION PICTURES

(Continued from Page Six.)

CLA SSI IED ADS

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MCKJTH

at once and get out of the business,
lluw it Reduces lUccs.
"Another thing about the tariff,
as 1 said a while ago the wool I
divided into three classes, the first
WANTED
FOR RENT
claw la the beat and is worth twelve
cents a pound, that Is a very lung
texture class; the second class ol
and
WANTED Bridge carpenters
wool lg that clans that Is generally FOR RENT Two rooms for light- coal miners. Also cooks for small
housekeeplng.
116 South High.
used for clothing, such wool without
good wages, waitresses.
families,
duty in foreign countries is worth FOR RENT Two nice front rooms.
Phone
109 West Silver avenue,
only four to six cents a pound; it is
electric lights, bath and use of
480. Oood bookkeeper at once.
worth fourteen cents a pound in this
telephone. Please call after S p. WANTED Salesman. Mike Mandell.
country but none of It ever reaches
m.
419 Marquette avenue.
West Central avenue.
over
ven cents a pound in foreign TO LET
Established first class bar WANTED Sacks at Hahn'a coal
countries.
The third class of wool
privilege to responsible party. Best
yard.
can be bought at four cents a pound
location in the city. Address, X.
in foreign countries. That is a wool
WANTED Tinner or good helper in
Y. Z., Citizen.
every
go
m

AdmlHlon

as

ROLLER RINK

--

m

fit

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONAL PKOPEItTY

needed

and

FOR SALE.
Three room house, four
lots. North 4Ui street. .. $1,000
Three room hotiMe and nil
acre of land, three miles
400
north of town
Six room house, West New
2,500
York avenuo
Six room house, Wert Mar1,800
quette avenue
brick, modern, '
Six room
8,250
close, in
Seven room brick, mod-

ern

3,500

SH acre ranch north of
300
town
Ranches from two to 200
acres.
Tots in nil pnrM of town.
alfalfa ranch within a few blocks of Uie
4,500
Htreet car line

alfalfa ranch five
miles north of town $05
per acre.
20 acre good ngrleulnural
land. 3 miles north of town 600
Two IttiMincMS properties on Gold
nvenuo at a price that will pay
00-nc-

1MT cent, net on investment.
FOR RENT.
House from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

ten

A. MONTOYA
Real Estate, and Loons. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

COAL

ANTHRACITE

KILLthe COUCH

the LUNC3

rJUMBm

WOOD

W.

HAHN &

Matteucci

A NO RtWAIRER

'v.

OKtKN FRONT.

eon
Rooms

North

Ofl

rtra

highland livery

1)K.

BAMBROOK IROS.
hone 5 OA.
i n John St
Saddle horses a spialty. Baa
drivers In the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the plcnlo wagon

High

stree
DIU

Hornet

ana

'

vnig Store.

"

P

Inrgeon.

--

1.

Meat, Poultry and Fish

211

UTS
.

.

Trerjr.

arnett Building,
Drag store.
ude by moll.

liXiER,

Central, Tel. 028

New Fall Hats,
Styles
LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINGMISS CRANE
Bmoond- Up-To-D-

144.

EDMUND

W.

MILLINERY

JIAFT
'

& WITH

SCHWARTZMAN

628.

IW-S-

aott Bulldlnjf.
2 to 6, and 7

D. D. &

Ofllco hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.

LAWYERS

at

-

aiMN.
Phona 44T
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERT. SALE, FEED ANU
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and K
changed.

i

R. W. D. BRYAN
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CTTT
8econd Street, between Railroad anft
Attorney at I jaw.
Copper Avenue.
Office, First National Bank Building,
Alubquerqne, N. ML

Don't Forget The

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL TS THE CTTT..
When In need ot sash, door, frame-etScreen work a specialty.
South First street. Telephone 40$.

Oftlce Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque. N. M.

c

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Law.
DEVOES READY PAINT
IVnwIons, Land Patents. Copyrights,
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Fee.
caveats, ixtter I'atents, Trade
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Marks. Claims.
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
82 F. street, N. M. Washington, J). C,

Thos. F. Keleher

'

JAP-A-LA- C.

OOOOCXJOOCODOOOOOOOC)OCX30CXX)

BARGAINS IX REAL ESTATE
- room brick, modern.
2.150
10,0110
11 room brick modern
5- - room
frame, modern 2,200
rooni bl il k. modern 3.200
I runic,
modern 3,500
brick storeroom
size. 25x00
3,000
1 More
building. good
7,500
location
u
ranch, under
6,400
(litcli
Itettt ln,viiiK hotel buxi- 1.800
ncHM ill city, cash....

TTI08, K. D.

408 Watt Railroad Arenae

M ADDISON

Attorney-at-La-

4-

TOTI A OR API

--

--

KlO-ncr-

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Stroot

Office with W. B. Clillders,
117 WchC

Gold Avenue.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
Aiiiiiqucrqiie, IN. M. Phone 136.

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and CI gar a Place your orders fr
this Una with us.
NORTH TH ID Wt
tlt-Sll-1-

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL Kl.IKVttTlHT
Masonlo Building, North Third

Miw

Secretary Mutual Building Association
817 west Central Avenue.

WILLUM

WALLACE

M'CLELLAN

'

Arm

m

Justice of the Peace, Precinct

Notary Public,
Collections.
Office 224 North Second Street.
Residence 723 North Fonrth Street,
Aiunqucrque, n. m.

fZfXa,
;

11
' i

MISCELLANEOUS

,'x

i

No. 12.

GOLD)

AVE.

BORDERS,

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

$4-o-

,u" rouufia
VOLD8

11

Pa

riRST CLASt SHOEMAKER

"C.

ESTATE BARGAINS

XfTIIIIIiriTIIIlTITIIIIIIi

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Idlng.

Oct

Oflic

REAL

aching

WM. CHAPLIN

id Surgeon

Flanoa,

fort a

Canned Fruits Way

M. SIIE1UDAN. M. D.

XV.

Horn cope

Root

Beauty Parlors

foot'jp

LOANS.

Organs
Horses, Wagona and other Chattels
also on SALARIES ANE, WARS
1(
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low a
and as high as $100. Loans ar
prlval
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
posaesilOL
Goods remala In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Qrant Blda
tOtH West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICII 8.
Open Evenings.

Furniture,

On

DUSINES CARDS

PHYSICIANS

MONEY to LOAN

No Breaking-i-

let

PAGE SEVEN.

1--

pound of which can
Into
shop. Wagoner Hardware Co.
Matinee every afternoon at 2:30.
flat, also 30- RENT
every pound of It competes FOR
IjvUes Souvenir Matinees every Tues- clothing;
Boys 14 to 1$ years old
room
W.
or
WANTED
rooming
house
hotel.
your
yours,
with
it helps to keep
day and Friday.
H. McMilllon, real estate broker,
at the American Lumber Co.
prices down, by reason of the fact
O.Md
211
avenue.
Wet
WANTED to rent new furnished
that the price of your wool la kept
:
cottage, with bath. Highlands preup by the price of foreign wool FOR RENT Houoes 4 to 8 rooms,
one furnished. W. H. McMilllon,
ferred. Address A. J. G., this ofOut
with the duty added entirely.
Matinees 10 and 20 cents of two hundred million pounds of real estate uroker, 211 West Gold
fice.
a venue
wool Introduced
into the Lnlted
WANTED Girl for general houseEvenings 1 0, 20 and 3 0 cents States
97
year,
pounds
million
liutt
work; family of two; good wages.
RENT Three rooms for light
was third class wool; these are sup- FOR
Mrs. Frank Wilson, 1008 West
housekeeping, one block from car
posed to be the woolens used solely
avenue.
unfurnished.
or
line,
furnished
rerugs.
I
for making carpets and
901 Forester avenue.
parties, either
WANTED Reliable
member that in 18SS, when the FOR RENT OR BALE The Minne sex,
to devote all or spare time to a
Dingley 4ill was being formed be
lucraUve enterprise of merit. Dr.
apolis House, 44 rooms, all furfore a committee on iways and means
McCormlck. 211 West Central ave- nished. Can be run as a hotel and
in congress, these men were all
up stairs.
propnue,
paying
rooming house. Best
found in the light against raising the
desiring new fall
erty in Albuquerque.
For terms WANTED-ILadie- s
price on third class wool, when that
write or call on me at El Paso,
styles In millinery to call on Miss
class of wool was used to compete
delivery, C. D.
Texas, general
Crane, 612 North Second street.
with second class wool. All except
Warde. .
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
a very small part of it, not more
goes
Also apprentices wanted.
Phone
into
than ten million pounds,
944.
the same business, into the same
SALE
FOR
manufactory as second class wool.
bodied,
unmarried
WANTED Able
men, between ages of 21 and "35;
Work Must be Done.
Five-roomodern
SALE
FOR
States,
of good
United
your
citizens
of
president
said
that
lour
house, most fashionable district In
character and temperatt habits,
market had not been kept up quite
N.
B.
once.
city.
Cheap
at
sold
if
who can speak, read and write
as well as he would like; it has not
Citizen.
English. For Information apply to
been kept up on account of this parRecruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
ticular class of wool, causing a loss FOR SALE 102 Armijo Avenue, two
2.000, 1 1.600,
of from two to three cents on every
houses; barn, etc.
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
upon
pound. I have dwelt
this be
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
cause I Hunk It ot particular Im
E. A. Cantrell.
portance.
SALESMEN
Uo home and write to FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
your friends In congress, or your
acres each, all under main irrigagot
con
irienils in
irlenda who have
tion ditch. Near city. Albuquergross,' regardless of politics, and tell
que Land Company, room 9, Crom- WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line.
them the facts about this matter.
well Bldg;
High
and ask each one to 'write to his
commissions,
with $100
furnlnhed tent on
(
VV - V
friends In congress to see that your FOR SALE Oneavenue.
monthly advance. Permanent posiA bargain.
East Central
are protected.
interests
Interest
man.
right
H. Smith
Jess
to
tion
Address P. O. Box 47.
every member of congress, because
Co.. Detroit. Mich.
I know there is hardly a man In this FOR SALE
frame house. Wa NT ED Salesman. Reputable, n
territory who has not some friend
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
established and high rated house
in congress or some friend outside
vines, corner East Copper and Lowants several high grade specialty
congress
wHio is a friend to some
of
cust, JS00, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
salesmen at once. Write now, statOPEN
member of congress and can bring
A.Cantrel,l 0 2 Armijo avenue.
ing experience and salary. Frank
You have FOR SALE
TuofOays,
Thursdays.
Saturdays to bear some inlluence.
house,
frame
R. Jennings, Sales Manager, Chigot to do It, protect your interests,
cor111.
cago,
house,
yard,
out
barn,
chicken
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 there is aio other way In which you
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000, WANTED A talesman of ability to
can help to do it and you must
p. ni., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
$800 cash, B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel,
represent us exclusively in Arizona
there,
adopt it; in my experience
102 Armijo avenue.
and New Mexico with our large
Friday Nights Reserved for Private while I was a member and while
with
house
One
FOR
SALE
and first class line of Calendars,
remained there at the passage of the
Skating Parties.
bath on Edith Btreet and one
Advertising Specialties and Drug
Dingley tariff bill, I discovered that
house, pantry and closet, on
gists Labels and Boxes during
Admission, Including Skates. 25 cts. the western mtutes. when It comes to
south High street. To see this
1908. Must be ready to commence
a question of tariff on wool, exercise
to
buy,
price
property
IiADIES FREE.
means
the
work
Jan. 2, when samples will
a greater inlluence in congress than
Ibe ready. Our line Is so complete
Is right, for particulars call on Elany other states in the union, they
lison & Morgans, 2nd hand store,
that every business concern In each
actually take charge of the wool in
205 East Central avenue.
and every town and city (large or
from
teret. So one of the senators upon
can be successfully solicitsmall)
stayed
Mr.
Montana,
Mantle
n
ed. Our goods are first class and
the floor day after day and night
EXCHANGE
FOR
priced right.
Our company was
after night without sleep and with
organized In 18S2 and Is well and
out missing a night session, and
favorably known throughout the
stayed by the wool Interests and FOR EXCHANGE Choice vacant
country. Capitalized for $200,000,
made them bring their tariff out at
lots and other property for wild
commission 20 per cent and 25 per
last, and then didn't get what he
lRnd or what have you.
Frank
cent. A man of ability and willing
wanted, because he worked to have
ave,
ChiFoster, 6018 Klmbark
to work steadily can make from
them cut out all the third class wool
cago, 111.
$50 to $100 per week. Good man
Must Vse Our Friends.
only
wanted. Enclose this adverDeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
Now, send your senators to con
with your application.
kidneys,
backache,
tisement
and
weak
gress, I say senators, because you relieve
Address, Sales Mannger, Merchants
Sold
inflammation ot the bladder.
have got to be a state.
Governor by
Publishing Co., Kalamazoo. Mich.
J H. O'Rltlly.
Curry, said that we must see to the
right of the territory to take on
statehood; we must do It as far as iTxiixxxxxxxmixxxxixxrxi
MALE HELP
we can in a friendly way, tor so we
The Parisian
M
haven t the power to divest our
M
selves of the territorial garments
M WANTED
We will explain how we
H
and take on ourselves the gowns of
pay you $85 per month and exM
we
But
have the
full statehood.
penses to represent reliable
corH
120 South Fourth St.
power to communicate with mends
poration. Address G. J. Mattel,
M
there whom we can ask to assist us
Chicago.
Dept.
424,
we can tell them that a hundred
Hair Dressing
Fdal Miiii( N
M
and fifty thousand people has come
M
Shampooing
Electrolosls
'if with the
Into this terr tory since the last cen
Manicuring
FOUND
LOST
Scalp Treatment
sua w.ts taken, that not only would
Hair
Cutting
Chlldreo't
M
us to one representative
The flexible sole Red Crosa ej.tiue
M
LOST A corral collar and a cameo
in congress, but two; statehood is
We manufacture all kinds M
Shoe is com
head clasp, between First and
it Is for the best
ble from needed because country.
ComGoods.
of
Ladles'
Hair
Twelfth street on Central avenue.
We could
welfare cf this
plete line of Switches, Pompa'he start.
Liberal reward If returned to Cititell them cf th? great immigration
Wigs,
Puffs,
etc.
dours.
zen office.
coming i'l. the gre.it t. lets of land
1IAI
NETS
The burning and
REAL
It
being taken up. Tell them of the
FtH'ND Ladies' watch. Owner can
Sanitary
Rolls.
French
Hair
develop
being
prospected
and
cruised by stiff soles .ind the mines
have same by describing property
new pomp Wave. All
The
ed. Tell them of the great manu
and paying for thl? ad.
shades to be worn under the
pvils of thin soles aie pre- factories being put here; tell them
A Criminal Attack.
hair Instead of ruffing one's
the great wealth being brought
on an Inoffensive citizen Is frequent
own novelties In back and aide
sented by the Red Crc ss. It of
here: we could tell them of the peo
ly
In that apparently useless
made
combs.
ple who are entitled to an or tne
enables a woman to be on her benefits
little tube called the "appendix." It's
of the American citizen
generally the result of protracted
is it true?
feet for hours at a time with livery benefit,
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
constipation, following liver torpor.
Stan-hooComine.
Dr. King's New Life Pills regulate
tomfort.
"When you go to these people
Proprietors
the liver, prevent appendicitis, and
about the right of statehood, you
regular habits of the bowestablish
will find thai thev are lust diKe we
A stylish
els.
25c at all dealers.
are; they will give you the rights
which you are entitled to, tney are
sioe that's
Up
willing to do justice to you, they are
we dii no
willing to help you.
absolutely
purpose
of dis
come here for the
cussing politics; but the next time but not with us. We will sell you the
lb.
cans of
rc.nfarlcble
Brand 2 Vi
vou aet a chance, back it Dy put Missouri
cherries,
ting senators and representatives in Ceache-i- , apricots. t plums,
pears or grapes
Bartlt-tcongresa with votes ithere wnicn
means something for your welfare. at 20c the can.
It Is for us to wake up and drive Walter Baker's Cocoa H lb can 25c.
by
Henry
Mrs.
Recommended
Walter Baker's Chocolate Ulb for 20e
full force for that so as to accom
to develop Uie bust from 4
plish It. now we have a mun, a gen Large cans of Colton tomatoes 2 for Symes,
6
to
Inches.
25c.
tloman who ts chief of our territor
Guaranteed to be made from the
lal affairs, who didn't come here for And hundreds of other bargains at
true Galegu. Extract. Is perfectly
A'o. 8f, RtJ Cnm
purpose
the
getting
he
ottlce;
an
the
of
hat mless.
Ptunl Cull Blutitr,
came here as a poor boy without
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
any object except to live and to get CASH BUYERS' UNION
tonic,
effect upon
but It has a
came
an honest living, he
here and
the bust. Price 75 tints. For sale by
grew up with you: identified himsel
122 North Second
)xfj.rd
with you; George Curry is the only
Highland Pharmacy and Alman w no nas ever Deen a lair retire HAITI DRESNER AND CHIROPOsentatlve of the governorship In the
DIST.
varado Pharmacy
territory to which he belongs; h
will help us try to take our ship o
opponer
Bambini,
parlors
state into the harbor, and tie will siteMrs.the Alvaradoat and next door to
not be found sleeping Pallnuras, but Sturges cafe. Is prepared to give
he will be a wide awake pilot and thorough scalp treatment, do hair
us fit you.
auUle us into the harbor of state dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inhood, we will enjoy all the rights of
She gives massage
a state and or free American cm growing nails.
manicuring.
Mrs. AMERICAN IlIiOCK.
zens, it Is for you to wake up and treatment and
121 Ra Broad Annua
you must act in accord, you mus Bambini's own preparation of com
CEKIULLOS LUMP.
up
the skin and
act in sympathy with each other fo plexion cream bu.lds
Is
complexion,
the
improves
and
the territory nas no representaitiv
there only a delegate who Is no more guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
prepares a hair tonic that cures
than a territorial beggar. President also prevents
dandruff and hair fall
Roosevelt will listen to the people and
congress will listen to the people, the ing out; restores lite to dead hair: Furnace,
AND CURE
Mixed.
men who are there will listen to removes moles, warts and superfluous
Nut.
what you want and they will d hair. Massage treatment by vibrator CLEAN GAS COKE.
For any blemish of ths
what you want, we must have state machines.
COAL.
SMITHING
WITH
hood for New Mexico and fur every face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
NATIVE KINDLING.
citizen in New Mexico.
CASH ONLY.
TOR
you take DeWltt's Kidney and
If
We have Just received 10 of th Bladder Pills you will get prompt renewest models In the celebrated Re lief
from backache, weak kidneys,
kh Bhoes for men. Patent colt, vie inflammation of the bladder
and
Price urinary troubles.
PBICR
kid. box calf, lace or button.
weak's treat
ton a ti.oo.
C. May's Shoe Store, ment for 25 cents. A Sold
14.
triH
and
J3.60
by J. II.
Trial Bottl Fre
314 West Central avenue.
TELEPHONE tl.
O'Rlelly.
AND Alt THROAT AN0 It) NO TROUBLES.
DeWltt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
STAGE TO JFMFZ, LEAVES 211
and bl
I GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY S.ilve Is gcoi for little burns
H,
GO.
or bruises WEST CiOIJ EVERY MOUMNU AT
burns, mall scratches
mOR MONEY
and big ones. Suld by J. II. O'Rlelly ft O'CLOC K.
t

t
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THEATER

O. H. CORDIER, Mgr.

CIVIZEN.

TALK

TO THE WOOL
THE NEW CRYSTAL

EVENING

UNDERTAKER.
F. W. SPENCER
A

Quick ami Safe Remedy for Bowel

Complaint.

Architect.
1221 South Walter.

Phone 555.
Twenty years ago Mr. Geo. W.
Rrock discovered that Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was a quick and safe cure for
"During all of
bowel complaints.
these years," he ays, "I have used
It and recommended it many time
and the results have never yet disap- Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
pointed me." Mr. Brock is publisher
Enterprise. CLEANED. PRESSED and REPAIRED
of the Aberdeen, Md
For sale by all druggists.

A. J. MORELM

Merchant Tailor
lOS North Plrat

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

YOU

Straat

ARE INVITED

TO CALL AND

SEE OUR

BOOKBINDERY
It Is 'really quite Interesting to ses
the different processes of making a
Making RUBBER STAMPS
book.
furm a part of our exhibit.
BE SI RE AND COME.
H.
Bookbinder
Phoni 924

S.

LITHGOW
Rubber Stamp Maker
312 W. Eold Ave.

Clarkville
Coal Yard
All kinds of coal and wood.

JOHN S. BEAVEN,
PHONE

4.

ANTHRACITE all siies.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
MILLWOOD.
KINDLING.
MOUNTAIN

WOOD.

rrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxM

HOME

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

.STAPLE

AND FANCY GROCERIES

Best (.ratio of Hour.
Everything in market always on hand

Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.

Standard Plumbing & H83tlng Co

HOl'SE FURNISHERS.
NT7W AND
SECONDHAND.
WE BTJY IIOTJSBV
HOLD GOODS, 214 W. GOLD AVB.
G. NUUSEN, MANAGER.

11IB

Phone 238

BtST ALWAla.

508 W. Central Ave.

DAVIS & Z EARING
30S W. Gold Ava.
kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxW

J
KLhUQUERQUE

PAf3K rcifiTTT.

EtEHINO

CITIZEN.

Friday, ootorer n.. ivor
THE

fERHI

DIAMOND PALACE

Veir Well Dome

Railroad Avenue
w

Diamonds Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

You'll say
"Very Well Done"
when you see the
way we'll fit you in
our

;

It Would be Easy

OUR '

to make comfortable shoos If that
all that people wanted, but tlie
DC must Ins pleased as well m the
foot.
Fiww fitting slioca won't harm your
dutrattrr, but Oiej will hurt your
feellnjr'.
We have wild It lefore ami nay It
again, tltftt no nixies, no matter wliat
Uiey corn, excel our shoos In lit and
are people
ntvle and more and morethey
are all
realizing tlie fact that
and
that W
them
for
we
claim
tlx

ws

SHOES
ARE
STYLISF
AND
COMFORTS 3LE

SHOES

WUiSS eiiwi

WfK-O-

?,a ftirr-i-

IH

sums

i

BOYS AND

Ixelutlva Opticians

1

,

.

.IJ.OO

to

JEWBLEM

BEAUTIFUIjV

NEW STOCK
FOR THE
FAIR

208 South Socond

HARDWARE

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

W. Central

3

Avenue

GO,

Use

REP
FLOUR

Tinners

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

BEST
HARD

WHEAT
FLOUR
MADE

Is ILY,

Ariz.,

o

IE. L. WASHBURN CO.!

The Central
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

109 North Pint St.
All Kindt 0 Indian and Uaxlcan Ooodt. the Cbaapast
Plata to bay Navajo Blankota and Mexican Drawn Work
Mail Order Cmrmfullr and Promptly Pilled.

Clothing

They. Cost No More Than the Ready-Mad- e
ENTIRE SATISFACTION OR NO MONEY

Ms

W

C. G. PERRY

i

A3

IKX

119 South Second
0

SV7I

NORTH FIRST STREET

Hardware
and
Ranch Supplies

Stoves
Ranges

Give Us a Call and Look Over Our Line

WKTOR

M(XRMICK

THE LIQUOR 1LM11T.

r

MINE AND MILL

MILLER

and

.

NATIONAL

CO.

STEEL RANGES

OOCXDCXDOOCXDCOCXJOOOOOOOOOOOO

CHEESE

J

HEATING

WAGONS

PLUMBERS

and

SHEET METAL
WORKERS

STOVES

V.C7J
ENAMEL

and

IMPLEMENTS

COOK STOVES

IN.

Full American Cream
VaterlttnU Urlck
lilaok KaKle. Limburger
Jmiestic Swiss
Imported Mwlsa
tap SaKe, Edam
Roquefort, loaf
Freiu-Pineapple.
Camenbert
Sierra
Neufc-hate- l
l'armasan, in glas.
hi Tin.
tannine
EdelweU Oanienbert
Frontalis le Dria
Bierkatte.
MONARCH GROCERY CO.

SUPPLIES

HOME COMEORT

G

MAVNARD

W

CUIUS

FOR SALE FINE COMM.
NATION HIDING AND DltlV-INHOUSE. MISSOURI HKED
PRICK 27.V GOFFS' ItL.XCK.
COPPER AVE.
SMITH MUI

Illt'KOX,

--

COMPANY
WHITNEY
Wholesale and Reteil Hardware

e,

ptt
"

' J
--

and

-?

TINWARE

VIIII!li

l.llll

l

and

"

AUUIlVITIAtl

lnrml

i'hotte 80...JO7

V

Hart Schaffner W Marx

Tailors That Cannot be Beat

A NICK LINE NOW

$10.00 to $20.00

No trouble to show them
to you

Copyright 1907 bjr

Handsomest Imported and
Domestic Fabrics

OUR LINE OF WATCHES AND
HE SEEN.
DIAMONDS SHOULD

Men's Heavy Overcoats Made by the House
of Kuppenheimer

$20 to $28

Everywhere and All the Time Cling to Custom-Mad- e

--

Suits $18.00 to $30.00

PRICES1

GOOD DRESSERS

El-fe-

Look at if their maker hated the Wearer.
What's the tense of such work? It is rank
injustice to good Citizent. We have a good
thing for you: Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes.
They are the best in America. They will
fit with a new style that you have never met
before. Their workmanship it the careful
attention of 53 years of clothes knowledge.

complete Suits as
well as Overcoats

ALL THE TIME

rv

Some Men's Clothes

Our fall lines are

Suits to Your Individual Order by

It is the

THE BEST BAR NONE

You'll be satisfied
with quality,, looks
and style.

Seoond

triTKtiurtmui

MILLINERY

AT55 LUTZ

Clothes

INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD15 TO 20 PER VEST.
WE
in the city on .business.
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
L. !E. it. Emtdon. of WUlard, la WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
here visiting the big fair.
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
Mrs. B. L. Holme Is a Winslow, THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
Arizona, visitor in Albuquerque.
WHOLESALE,
H. Neuman. of the Guam Trading
VANN JEWELRY CO.
company, is In the city on busineHs
One Door South of Dra- - Stone.
and pleasure.
s
Judge J. (R. McFle and Mrs. Mc
Fle, of (Santa Fe, are In the city visT
iting the fair.
WANTED.
WAITERS,
AND
COOKS
F. T. La (Prade and son, Arthur,
DISHWASHERS.
PRICE NO
of Wlnnlow, Ariz., are In the city to
CONSIDERATION
IF YOU
attend the fair.
V KNOW
BUSINESS.. .
YOUR
Gregory Page, of the Page hotel
AT
211
CALL
ONCE,
WEST
of Gallup, In among the Gallup peo
CENTRAL.
ple taking in the lair.
John H. Haley, of Capltan, and
W. E. Dudley, of Alamogordo, are
NEW FANCY DRY GOODS ARtranx&ctlng business In the city.
RIVING EVERY DAY AT MRS. M.
William Whltchlll, a molder in the C. WILSON'S, 224 WEST GOLD.
Albuquerque Foundry, Is seriously ill MATERIAL AND STAMPING FOR
at his home on South Edith street. EMI1RODD3RIN G.
John Becker, president of the
CinLDREN'S WINTER UNDER
John Becker company, was among WEAR
AT REDUCED PRICES, TO
this morning s arrivals from tne
OUT THE S'lXJCK. MRS. SI.
I'ltSK
BOUth.
224 WEST GOLD.
WILSON,
C.
Mrs. N. A. Hlllard and Mrs. Anna
Boland, of Engle, were Albuquerque
visitors yesterday and returned home
last night.
Walter Perry, clerk In the post
exchange at Fort Bayard, N. M., is
in the city enjoying the sights of the
fair.
Dr. J. II. Haynes, who has been
absent two months at his eheep
ranch In Sandoval county, has returned to the city.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Becker, of
town
Belen, are among the cut-o- ft
people In the city attending the fair
and visiting friend.
James Wroth, Jr., is home from
Goldfleld, Navada, for a visit to his
parents, Dr and Mrs. James Wroth,
of West Copper avenue.
Miss Hannah Bonem, one of Ran
Marclal's most popular young ladies,
spent Wednesday and Thursday in
the city and returned home last
night.
J. B. Mayo left today for Xew
York and Boston in the lnterents of
his mining property to procure
for the extension of his mill
at Golden.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Taylor, of WU
lard. were among last night's arriv
als in the city. Mr. Taylor is one of
th successful real estate agents ol
the Estancta valley.
J. R. Brown, a prominent pharma
cist of the Pecos valley, Is among
the visitors of the city from the eastern part of tne terrrltory attending
the fair.
Mrs. C. A. Dalies, of Wlllard, N.
M., widow of the late C. A. Dalles,
rO
was among last night s arrivals. Mrs
Dalles will remain in tho city several days visiting and shopping.
Page, of
IMr. and Mrs. Gregory
115-11- 7
Gallup, are in the city visiting and
taking in the (fair. They are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. U. H. Har
low, of 110 .South Arno street.
Divine services at Temple Albert
this evening will commence at 7:45,
The
There will be no preaching.
Hev. Dr. Chapman will conduct the
services. Everybody is cordially invited to attend.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Pablo B. Delgado,
who have been living in Cananea,
AlbuMexico, returned yesterday to
making
querque and contemplates
their home in the future. Mr. Delgado is the nephew of Attorney
Baca.
M. Dlgneo. stone foreman for Wallace Ili'sselden on the construction
of the McKlnley county court house,
Is in the city visiting his family. Mr.
court
Dlgneo says that
the new
house will be ready to turn over to
year.
of
the
county
first
by
the
the
Colombo hall will be the scene of
a military ball tonight. The dance
Is given by the fair association espethe
cially for the entertainment ofWin-gattroopers In the city from Fort
generous
very
who have been
and clever In assisting the association
In entertaining the crowds that have
attended Traction park every afternoon this week.
C. E. Loux, of Prescott,
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TRADE

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

HO -9outh

KM PA IRING

PARAGRAPHS

$4.00

Oone on Premises

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

PERSONAL
"

STYLISH

lense Grinding

::

PINE WATCH

,.$1.50 to $5.00

OBIS

10 South Second St.

cor

GREATEST VALUES
MODERATE PRICES

PERFECT FIT
LATESTSTYLES
MEN'S

Whmn you demlrm Abaoluto
Comfort In Properly Pitted
Glasaem Consult ue.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

1

W.

central.

--

113

t1S-11- 7

SOUTH rimST

STREET AND

401-40- 3

NORTH PtRBT STREET

